within software engineering and, in
particular, attempted to identify what
empirical evidence exists within this
literature to support this approach.
Connolly, Stansfield and Hainey (2009)
then examined the literature in 2008 to
produce an evaluation framework for
GBL and discovered additional games.
In this paper the definition of a game
will be briefly discussed and a diagram
will be presented to illiustrate the
relationship between games, simulations,
and games-based learning. We then
provide a detailed description of seven
games found in the two literature
searches and will briefly critique the
associated empirical evidence. We will
conclude with a discussion on empirical
evidence in the field of GBL.

Games-based Learning in Computer
Science, Software Engineering and
Information Systems Education
Thomas Hainey
thomas.hainey@uws.ac.uk
School of Computing
University of the West of Scotland
Abstract
Computer games have captured the
interest of educationalists as they play an
important role in the leisure activities of
children and adults. A longitudinal
study into game playing habits and
motivations at university level has
shown that UWS students spend an
average of 7.6 hours a week playing
computer games. Computer games are
considered to be highly engaging and
incorporate
extremely
compelling
features. There is however a dearth of
empirical evidence supporting the
approach. In this paper seven relatively
mature computer games are described to
teach computer science, software
engineering and IS concepts. These
games were discovered in two literature
reviews, one performed in the last half of
2006 and one performed in the first half
of 2008.
This paper will provide
detailed descriptions of the games
discovered for the interested reader and
will also critique the empirical evidence
associated with each game.

2. Defining a game
Providing a universally accepted
definition of ‘game’ is a difficult
process. There is no consensus on what
a ‘game’ is in the academic literature as
it is a concept that dates back thousands
of years, for example, the first
documentation pertaining to the Olympic
games was agreed by scholars to be 776
BC (Swaddling, 2008).
Crawford
(1982) delivers an in-depth definition of
a game as he discusses “four common
factors: representation ["a closed formal
system that subjectively represents a
subset of reality"], interaction, conflict,
and safety ["the results of a game are
always less harsh than the situations the
game models"].
Dempsey, Haynes,
Lucassen and Casey (2002) define a
game as: “A set of activities involving
one or more players. It has goals,
constraints, payoffs, and consequences.
A game is rule-guided and artificial in
some respects. Finally, a game involves
some aspect of competition, even if that

1. Introduction
Computer games are considered by some
educationalists to be a highly motivating
medium for learning. Games-Based
Learning (GBL) has a dearth or
empirical evidence supporting the
approach.
Connolly, Stansfield and
Hainey (2007) examined the literature
on the use of games-based learning
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simulation as “the use of computers to
model things”. Laurillard (2002) defines
a computer simulation as an “artefact
that embodies some model of an aspect
of the real world, allows the user to
make inputs to the model, runs the model
and displays the results.

competition is with oneself.” The term
‘game’ has been augmented to
encompass new types of games such as
‘computer games’, ‘simulation games’,
‘video games’, ‘games-based learning’
and ‘serious games’.
In terms of
simulations, Crookall and Saunders
(1989) view a simulation as a
representation of a real world system
that may focus on a specific aspect of
reality. Thavikulwat (1999) defines the
term simulation as “a replicable
representation of a process. The
representation can be phenotypical or
genotypical. If phenotypical, it is a
reflection of the process; if genotypical,
it is a subset. Thus, a phenotypical
representation of employment would
have participants employ fictitious
persons; a genotypical representation
would have them employ each other.
Computer animation might make the
phenotypical representation realistic,
but it cannot make it real. Genotypical
representation, however, is real.” From
the perspective of an instructional
technologist Heinich et al (2001)
provide the following distinction
between games and simulations: “A
game is an activity in which participants
follow prescribed rules that differ from
those of real life as they strive to attain a
challenging goal. The distinction
between play and reality is what makes
games entertaining…A simulation is an
abstraction or simplification of some
real-life situation or process. In
simulations, participants usually play a
role that involves them in interactions
with other people or with elements”.
There are many definitions of a
computer simulation. In 1979, Pritsker
compiled an inventory and found
twenty-one different definitions (Pritsker
1979). In the largest possible sense,
McLeod (1986) defines a computer

In the past 40 years computer games
have increasingly replaced more
traditional games as leisure activities.
Games have now captured the interest of
educationalists who wish to harness their
highly engaging features for learning
purposes.
Connolly and Stansfield
(2007) define games-based eLearning as
“the use of a computer games-based
approach to deliver, support and
enhance teaching, learning, assessment,
and
evaluation”
and
can
be
differentiated
from
games-based
learning which tends to encompass
computer and non-computer games (card
games and traditional board games etc).
This definition can be expanded to state
that games-based eLearning is a subset
of computer simulation and computer
games, as a games-based eLearning
environment can clearly contain aspects
of
computer
games,
computer
simulations and pedagogy (Aldrich
2005). Figure 1 illustrates the position of
Games-based Learning (GBL).
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Games

Simulation
Games

Computer
Games

Computer
Simulation
Games

Simulations

•
•
•

SimVBSE (Jain and Boehm, 2006)
RPG-SE (Zhu, Wang and Tan, 2007)
Antiphising Phil (Sheng et al, 2007).

The games discovered in the literature
review will now be described in detail
and the empirical evidence associated
with them will be discussed.

Computer
Simulations

GBeL

3.1 KMQuest
KMQuest is an on-line collaborative
simulation game to teach knowledge
management
aimed
at
managers/managing directors who are
interested in improving company
efficiency. The game involves voting
for specific courses of action to be taken
that directly affect general organisational
effectiveness variables such as: customer
satisfaction index, profit and market
share. The game can have a maximum
of three players but can be configured so
that a tutor player can have the deciding
vote over the other players in the game.
Players begin the game with a set budget
that can be used to implement plans for
intervention and acquire information.
The game is played over a period of
three years and as it progresses to the
end of each quarter the players are
confronted with a situation that can
affect the knowledge household of
Coltec (a fictional company that
primarily deals with adhesive solvents).
The players must acquire the appropriate
information and cast their vote. At the
end of each quarter feedback is provided
by the calculation of the new values for
the business indicators. There is an
online training session for KMQuest that
consists of a limited form of the game
where choices are restricted and
guidance, coaching and feedback is
provided.

GBL

Figure 1: Position of GBL in relation to
games and simulations
3. Games in Computer
Software
Engineering
Information Systems

Science,
and

The first literature search in 2006
identified four relatively mature games
(Connolly, Stansfield and Hainey, 2007):
•
•
•
•

KM Quest in the area of knowledge
management (Leemkuil et al., 2003,
2005)
Open Software Solutions (Sharp and
Hall, 2000)
The Incredible Manager (Dantas,
Barros, and Werner, 2004, 2005)
SimSE (Oh Navarro et al., various
years).

In addition to confirming the findings of
the first literature review the second
literature review in 2008 highlighted
additional games that have been
developed (Connolly, Stansfield and
Hainey, 2009):
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3.1.1 Empirical Evidence
KMQuest has been written about
extensively in the literature and has a lot
of empirical evidence associated with it,
as it is the primary focus of two doctoral
dissertations and associated publications.
One doctoral dissertation focuses on
procedural, declarative and general
knowledge acquisition and the formation
of metacognitive strategies (Christoph,
2007) and one focuses on implicit and
explicit knowledge acquisition and the
effectiveness of advice (Leemkuil,
2005).
The empirical evidence associated with
KMQuest specifically looks at whether
learners learn from the game, and
conducts studies with an appropriate
control group. In terms of the pre-test
and post-tests for assessing knowledge
acquisition, the questions are numerous
and extensive, the data is analysed by
appropriate statistical techniques and
numerous business indicators are
brought into account. Figure 2 displays
the virtual office and the personal page
in the training demo of KMQuest.

Figure 2: The virtual office and the
personal page KMQuest
3.2 Open Software Solutions
Sharp and Hall (2000) developed Open
Software Solutions to be a major part of
the Open University’s M880 software
engineering distance education course
aimed at software professionals. The
case study section of the course, which
consumes 80 hours of study is presented
through the Open Software Solutions
multimedia game. The game is based on
a company called Open Software
Solutions founded in 1978 and focuses
on four projects: quality accreditation
based on consultancy work, production
cell based on a standard problem in
computer science research and teaching,
CIRCE based on a software system that
was developed by the Open University
for management purposes which is
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31 participants. There is a second
qualitative evaluation discussed with 126
questionnaires discussed briefly. There
is no control group used and the analysis
is not sufficiently rigorous with detailed
statistical techniques.

presented as a consultancy project to
establish a development method, and
SummerSun - a fictional travel agency.
Each floor in the multimedia game
contains a one of the four different
projects that are reachable by the use of
a lift or quick access keys. The floors
have basically the same layout and
contain all of the attributes that the
player requires to complete the project
such as books, access to meetings and
simulations etc. In quality accreditation
the students draft quality procedures that
conform to a pre-prepared quality
manual. In the CIRCE case study the
player must conduct a series of
interviews with the goal of completing
an evaluation form.
There are 35
available questions to ask and 12
available individuals to interview,
meaning that the player must exercise
their judgment in terms of whom to ask
which questions to produce the
evaluation form as quickly and
efficiently as possible. In Production
Cell the students experiment with a
simulation to build their problem solving
skills then model the observed behaviour
using state charts and Z mathematical
notation.
In SummerSun students
conduct structured interviews with
clients to gather requirements and then
produce an ER diagram using a CASE
tool.
In Quality Certification the
students draft quality procedures to
conform to the technical directors
standards and a pre-prepared manual.

3.3 The Incredible Manager
The Incredible Manager is a simulation
game designed to train software project
managers designed and implemented by
the Software Reuse Team (Software
Reuse Team Homepage, 2008). The
player must assume the role of a
software project manager and develop
software projects within budget,
schedule and quality demands. The
game consists of three components: the
simulation model, the scenario model
and the machine. The simulation model
represents the world and aspects that will
be presented to the player. It contains
scenario models providing a generic
library of theories and events that can be
integrated into a project model by an
instructor.
The simulation machine
controls the steps in the simulation and
evaluates the behaviour of system
elements based on calculated model
equations. The game machine is the
component that the player interacts with
which runs game phases continuously.
Each phase is divided into five steps:
The begin phase introducing the project,
scenarios that may impact development
and project characteristics such as
budget. The project planning phases
require the player to allocate staff to
tasks, decide on the effort required on
tasks and effort required on quality
assurance activities. The player can
modify the project plan at any time. The
planning acceptance stage is where the
project plan is sent to the stakeholders to
be approved. If the project plan is

3.2.1 Empirical Evidence
The empirical evidence associated with
Open Software Solutions consists of a
qualitative
evaluation
using
the
Measuring the Usability of Multi-Media
Software (MUMMS) questionnaire with
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the form of a post-test questionnaire
where the results are not supported by
any quantitative statistical results. The
qualitative results are not discussed in
sufficient detail. Dantas, Barros and
Werner (2004) describes a small
qualitative evaluation consisting of 15
participants and 5 questions. There are
no quantitative statistical results
obtained.

refused then the player must revert back
to the project planning phase until it is
accepted. The project execution plan is
where the project plan is executed in
continuous turns consuming project
resources.
The player has to take
corrective action in this phase in
response to such things as exhausted
developers or altering the original
project plan. The end phase occurs
when the project resources are done
(project failure) or the project is
completed successfully. There are three
different characters in the game: the
manager, the boss and the developers.
The manager is the role assumed by the
player and is responsible for all of the
decision-making processes. The boss is
effectively the stakeholders and is
responsible for the acceptance or
rejection of the project plan.
The
developers are the team developing the
project and have different characteristics
and skills such as work hours per day
and hourly rate of pay. Figure 3 shows a
screen shot of The Incredible Manager.

3.4 SimSE
SimSE
(http://www.ics.uci.edu/~emilyo/SimSE/
) is an educational software engineering
simulation environment with the
objective of bridging the gap between
the large amount of conceptual software
engineering knowledge provided to
students
in
lectures
and
the
comparatively small amount they can
put into practice in an actual software
engineering project. There have been
many publications about SimSE
regarding its proposal (Oh and Van der
Hoek, 2001), its description (Oh Navarro
and Van der Hoek, 2004) and proposals
for students to build new software
process simulation models with it (Oh,
Navarro and Van der Hoek, 2005a).
SimSE is a single player game where the
player assumes the role of the project
manager of a team of developers and
manages the employees to complete
either an aspect of, or a complete
software engineering project.
The
managerial tasks involve the purchasing
of tools, monitoring project and
employee progress, assigning tasks, and
hiring and firing. The actual game is a
fully implemented “virtual” office
encompassing
typical
office
surroundings, customers, employees and
representations of software engineering
artifacts including source code, design

Figure 3: The office room of The
Incredible Manager.
3.3.1 Empirical Evidence
Dantas, Barros and Werner (2005)
perform a small qualitative evaluation
involving 11 BSc students and 13
MSc/DSc students. The evaluation takes
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predictive (results of causal
effects)
or
prescriptive
(allowable sequential steps).
• The start state of the simulation,
meaning that the instructor can
specify the main entities in the
game at the beginning.
There are various different games that
have been produced by the SimSE model
builder that can be incorporated into the
environment (Figure 4) available
including: a waterfall model game, an
incremental delivery model game, a
rapid prototyping model game, a rational
unified process model game, a code
inspection game and an extreme
programming (XP) model game.

documents and requirements documents.
Information regarding the status of
individuals is obtained through speech
bubbles that appear over the heads of the
characters.
This allows players to
extract information such as whether a
member of staff is happy with their
particular salary or whether they are
appropriately busy. Information about a
characters skills, experience and
personal working preferences are
obtained by clicking on the player and
the information is displayed in a box at
the bottom of the screen. Due to the fact
that there are different schools of though
in relation to software engineering,
SimSE has a downloadable model
builder that enables and instructor to
customise the different software
engineering processes to be taught. The
model builder allows specification of:
• The main entities within the
simulation including employees,
tools, customers and projects.
The main entities can be
specified graphically.
• Activities or actions that the
main entities participate in,
including:
requirements
documents, design documents,
coding, testing and taking
appropriate breaks.
• Rules specifying the effects of
activities
in
the
overall
simulation. For example, when
employees are engaging in a
particular action such as coding,
then the amount of code
increases depending on the
number of participants. Having
too many employees assigned to
the one task means that the
energy level and productivity of
these employees decreases by
five percent. The rules specified
in the simulation can be

Figure 4: Environment of SimSE
3.4.1 Empirical Evidence
Oh Navarro and Van der Hoek (2005b)
performed a small qualitative evaluation
of SimSE consisting of 8 questions and
29 participants. The evaluation does not
use a control group and is an evaluation
based on the perceptions of the
participants of an introductory software
engineering class. There is no detailed
statistical analysis presented in the
paper.
3.5 SimVBSE
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changes include: investment in tools and
technologies, systems level of service,
hiring options, investments in process
maturity and cost and schedule budgets
through negotiation. The strategic room
displays organisation metrics, risks, and
investments etc and the tactical room
displays project metric features and
summary detailing such things as where
the metric comes from, for example
COCOMO II.
The situation room
presents successive scenarios to the
student detailing the finite set of choices,
the objective, the scenario description
and a decision node. The students then
have to make a decision from the
choices provided. The back to school
room contains tutorials on subjects that
are of interest.

SimVBSE (http://simvbse.com/) is a
game designed to let students better
understand the concept of value-based
software engineering (VBSE) and its
theory (Jain and Boehm, 2006). VBSE
involves identification of the value
preferences of the success-critical
stakeholders of the system, analysing the
different tradeoffs and aspects of the
product and project using the
stakeholder value considerations and
then identifying a solution that satisfies
the primary value preferences of the
success-critical stakeholders identifying
a “win-win” equilibrium.
The
SimVBSE current prototype is designed
using the Sierra Mountain Bikes (SMB)
case study and comprises of seven
distinct rooms: the CEO’s briefing
room, the board room, the tactical, the
strategic, the back to school room, the
lounge and the situation room. The
game begins in the CEO’s briefing room
where the student is asked to assume the
role of the project manager and is
provided with a brief of the overall
project objective and the organisational
situation by means of animated videos.
The game then moves onto the lounge
where the student meets the set of initial
system’s success-critical stakeholders.
The board room is where the student can
monitor the stakeholder values and
assess the level of satisfaction based on
their decisions during the course of the
game. The strategic and tactical rooms
contain project management controls
that the student can monitor. These
include exogenous variables (with
indirect or no control) or endogenous
variables
(with
direct
control).
Exogenous variables include: actual
number of defects, personnel changes,
market changes, technology changes and
stakeholder values.
Endogenous

3.5.1 Empirical Evidence
Although the study does say that a
preliminary
evaluation
gauging
enthusiasm towards SimVBSE has taken
place, the results are not discussed.
Figure 5 shows screen shots of
SimVBSE.
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errors as possible. When the product is
released to the customer then the game
produces a score between 0 and 100 to
let players evaluate their performance.
To start the game the player must press
the timer which then starts at 300. The
player can select a creating task meaning
that the artifact progress bar will
increase. When the player selects a task
that is either reviewing, inspecting or
testing then the amount of the artifact
errors will increase indicating that there
are more errors in the code. If the player
then selects a correct task then the
amount of the errors in the artifact will
decrease indicating that the errors in the
artifact have been correct. There is a
rest state icon that switches between rest
and work states, which the player can
use to regenerate their energy. The more
that a player works the less energy they
have and eventually they contribute
nothing to the project. The player can
select an integration code task to cause
the integrated code bar to increase.
There is a status bar above the monitor
in the cubicle (each row representing a
player) allowing the player to view the
progress of a player and their current
work. To end the game the player
selects the timer icon.

Figure 5: Screen shots of SimVBSE
(The briefing room on the top and the
board room on the bottom).
3.6 RPG-SE
Role-Playing Game for Software
Engineers (RPG-SE) is a 3D multiplayer
online software engineering processing
game
within
Second
Life
(http://slurl.com/secondlife/OHIO%20O
utreach/173/190/34). The game was
developed from the idea of SimSE and
aims at teaching students the principles
of software engineering by simulating a
software project (Zhu, Wang and Tan,
2007). The game consists of six cubicles
and can only have a maximum of six
players playing at anyone time. Players
join the game by clicking on the chair in
a cubicle, forming part of a collaborative
team with the goal of releasing the
software product to the customer as
complete as possible and with as few

3.6.1 Empirical Evidence
The literature search did not reveal any
empirical evidence associated with RPGSE. Figure 6 shows a screen shot of
RPG-SE.
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phishing worm is rejected then the
player receives 100 points. There are
also other obstacles in the game
environment such as sharks and eels.
There are four rounds in the game:
round one focuses on IP address URLs
teaching the player not to trust URLs
with all numbers in the front, round two
focuses on sub domain URLs teaching
how to identify who the site really
belongs to, round three focuses on
similar and deceptive domains teaching
that companies do not usually follow
their names with a hyphen and do not
use security related keywords in their
domains and round 4 focuses on all the
previous lessons all together. Figure 7
shows a screen shot of Anti-Phishing
Phil.

Figure 6: Screen shot of RPG-SE.
3.7 Anti-Phishing Phil
Anti-Phishing
Phil
(http://cups.cs.cmu.edu/antiphishing_phi
l/) was developed at CMU (Carnegie
Mellon University’s) Usable Privacy and
Security Laboratory (CUPS). It is an
online game that is designed to teach
Internet users good habits and enable
them to avoid phishing attacks. Sheng et
al (2007) highlight three objectives in
developing Anti-Phishing Phil: 1) how
to identify phishing URLs, 2) where to
look for clues that sites in web browsers
are trustworthy or untrustworthy, and 3)
how to use search engines to verify
legitimate sites. The player assumes the
role of Phil – a young fish living in the
“Interweb Bay”.
Phil’s father is
attempting to teach him how to survive
and eat appropriately.
When Phil
encounters a worm a URL is displayed.
At this point the player has three
options: they can eat the worm, reject it
or receive feedback from Phil’s father
who teaches them whether the worm is a
legitimate URL or a scam site. If Phil
eats a good worm then the player gains
100 points, if Phil rejects a good worm
then the player loses 10 seconds. If the
phishing worm is eaten then Phil gets
phished and loses his life and if the

Figure 7: Screen shots of Anti-Phishing
Phil.
3.7.1 Empirical Evidence
The empirical evidence associated with
Anti-Phishing Phil compares the game
condition to a tutorial condition and an
existing material condition meaning that
there are two appropriate conditions of
control. There were 14 participants in
each condition and a between subjects
experimental design was used to test the
training conditions. There are a variety
of statistical techniques used to attempt
to analyse: the correlation between
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submitted to the University of
Amsterdam. Retrieved 28th
November, 2007 from
http://dare.uva.nl/document/22568
Connolly, T.M., Stansfield, M.H., and
Hainey, T. (2009) Towards the
development of a games-based
learning evaluation framework. In T.
M. Connolly, M. Stansfield, & L.
Boyle (Eds.), Games-based learning
advancements for multisensory
human computer interfaces:
Techniques and effective practices.
Hershey PA.: IGI Global.
Connolly, T. M., Stansfield, M., and
Hainey, T. (2007). An application of
games-based learning within
software engineering. British Journal
of Educational Technology. 38(3),
416–428.
Connolly, T.M., & Stansfield, M.H.
(2007). From eLearning to Gamesbased eLearning: Using Interactive
Technologies in Teaching an IS
Course. International Journal of
Information Technology
Management.
Crawford, C. (1982). The Art of
Computer Game Design: Reflections
of a Master Game Designer.
Berkeley, California: McGraw-Hill.
Crookall, D., and Saunders, D. (1989).
Toward an integration of
communication and simulation. In
Crookall, D. Saunders, D (Eds):
Communication and simulation:
from two fields to one of them,
Multilingual Matters, Clevedon, UK.
Dantas, A.R., Barros, M.O. & Werner,
C. (2005). Simulation Models
Applied to Game-Based Training for
Software Project Managers. In
Process Simulation and Modeling
Workshop (ProSim), St Louis, USA,
May 2005, 110-116.

demographics and susceptibility to
Phishing, user confidence rating, user
feedback and user performance.
4. Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed the
definition of a ‘game’ and have
attempted to suggest a place for GBL in
relation to computer games and
simulations. We have described the
mature games discovered in two
previous literature reviews for interested
readers and have briefly critiqued the
empirical evidence associated with these
games. One main finding of researching
these games in detail is that some
valuable empirical evidence can be
uncovered in unpublished doctoral
dissertations and in the grey literature.
While three additional games discovered
in the 2008 literature search in the area
of software engineering, there was not a
significant improvement in the state of
empirical evidence observed. There is
still a distinct lack of empirical evidence
and longitudinal analysis. The 2008
literature search was not simply focused
on software engineering but all areas and
identified that lack of empirical evidence
and longitudinal studies is a problem
across all of the GBL literature. In
conclusion the GBL field requires more
rigorous
empirical
research
and
longitudinal studies.
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A server based multiplayer resource
management game for both PC as well as
mobile device based clients
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Abstract – With the spread of mobile devices capable of
rendering 3D scenes and the availability of cheap mobile
internet, multi-platform games that allow players on
mobile devices to play against or with their friends at home
using a PC or a console become more and more interesting.
This work describes a prototype of such a game, consisting
of a server application, as well as a desktop and a mobile
client. Difficulties lie in the organization of the network
traffic, which has to be kept small, and the rendering of 3D
graphics on mobile devices along with an acceptable
frames per second rate. Models with different levels of
detail were used to keep an identical look and feel on both
clients. Furthermore, different operational concepts had to
be found to enable players on both systems equal chances.
The game idea itself is about a resource management game
that tries to raise awareness for environmental issues by
targeting the attitude players have towards them.
Keywords: e-learning; game development; game design
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2. GAME CONCEPT
0B

The game is about building up an economic infrastructure
where the player’s goal is to earn money and to provide a
virtual city with power. One can choose between fossil power
plants and so-called „green energy“ - these choices affect the
whole game, as players who prefer environmental-friendly
power plants will reach learning targets resulting in in-game
bonuses (e.g. events resulting in a higher popularity).
Prototypes of the game client are available for PCs (using
Microsoft XNA Game Studio which can also be used on
consoles) and mobile devices.

One goal was to achieve an identical view, as well as to offer
the same look and feel on both platforms. Functionality and
game logic should not be affected by restrictions of the
different devices, whereas the graphics of the mobile client
were simplified to match the requirements of these devices.
This difference doesn’t affect the principle of equal chances
on all devices. Furthermore, expectations of users of mobile
clients are often lower than the ones from PC or Xbox users
[19].
Essential for multiplayer games is the management of the
network session. We tried to consider network-related
concerns when developing the game concept as well as
through the design of the architecture. When dealing with
players on mobile devices, it is also important to keep in mind
that they might leave the game spontaneously or accidentally.
In this case, the other players should not be disturbed or
disrupted neither should there be an undue penalty [18]. To
reduce network traffic, a very simple protocol is implemented.
Only data which is really necessary for the server and other
clients will be transmitted. If the user of a mobile client gets a
call or the connection is interrupted, the game will be paused
[20] while server-side computations regarding the game state
(population of the virtual city and popularity of the player) are
still executed and will be transmitted after resuming the game.
The time span of this break is measured at the client and used
to calculate the money earned. The game is running in realtime and ends after a fixed time (30 minutes). At this point,
the results of the participants could be compared.
In order to offer a good multiplayer experience, there has to be
a reasonable amount of interaction and goals between two or
more players. In the actual implementation, every player can
see who is participating by looking at a player list and
communicate with other players by sending text chat
messages. To see the progress of other players, one can select
a rival and see the city he created as well as his population and
popularity. Decisions and progress of one player have an
impact on the game progress of all other players: when the
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population of one player’s city grows, half of the people come
from cities of the other players, the other 50% just appear or
rather move to the city from an unknown place. If the
population of one city decreases, 100% of the moved people
will be relocated in equal parts to the cities of all other players.
3. INTERFACE DESIGN
1B

Due to restrictions with the mobile client, the interface and
control concept had to be adapted. The main restrictions are:
Resolution and Screen Size
Because a standard mobile device provides only a low
resolution and screen size, the information that can be
displayed, is limited. When displaying the 3D world, not too
much information in the head up display should overlap the
actual world, so that on the one hand enough of the map is
visible, and on the other hand the player is not confused by a
too big information density.
Control
Though being limited to only a view button controls and
having no such a thing as a mouse device, the concept of the
game controls had to be
carefully
deliberated.
To
provide good usability for
mobile devices it is also
reasonable to limit the control
keys to the basic game keys
(up/down, left/right and fire)
and the two soft buttons as
defined in MIDP2.0. When
using the soft buttons it's
important to display information about the according
action directly above the
buttons on the bottom of the
screen to give the user an idea
of the action to be triggered
[14].
Figure 1: Mobile Control

through. The left soft button is for going back or canceling an
action. The right soft button and the fire key are for triggering
the according action like selecting an item or starting the
game. If a text-input field is focused, the whole mobile
keyboard can be used for writing text.
In-Game Graphics and Menus
This part incorporates all game influencing features. The
display always consists of the rendered 3D scene and several
head up displays showing information about the status or
menus for building and researching plant.
The standard mode is the play mode. In this mode the head up
display exists of the players attributes inhabitants and
popularity on the upper left side and the credit on the upper
right side. In the center of the screen a cursor is shown. If a
chat message is received, it is also displayed on the screen.
With the arrow keys the camera can be moved. The left soft
button is for getting to the main menu. With the right soft
button the build menu is opened.
The build menu is also realized as a head up display. The 3D
world still is in the background and the attributes on the upper
side. For getting an overview of all possible choices as well as
all relevant information of the focused plant on a small screen
size, the concept of the fisheye view has been emerged as the
best choice. The image of the focused plant is displayed at the
center besides to its according information like the price and
profit and in column with smaller pictures of the other plants.
With the up/down keys the focus of the different plants can be
switched through in an endless cycle.
Besides the Building Menu there is the Research Menu. The
right arrow key switches to it. The concept of this menu is the
same as in the Building Menu. The left arrow key switches
back to the Building Menu. For starting a research or building
a plant, the fire or left soft button has to be pressed. To cancel
the operation the right soft button has to be pressed. When a
plant is selected, the view changes back to the same view as in
the play mode, with the difference that the 3D model of the
selected plant is fixed to the cursor and shifted special buttons.
Another click to the fire or left soft button places the building
on the map if possible. Right soft button cancels the building
progress. In both cases the view is switched back to play
mode.

To deal with those restrictions the interface-design was split
in two parts:
Menus and Configurations
This part includes all not directly game influencing parts like
the chat-menu or the server configuration. Those menus
implement standard forms and input elements of J2ME. The
control keys are implemented consistently throughout those
menus. With the arrow keys lists or fields can be scrolled

Figure 3: In-game graphics and menus
The adaption of the control concept for the mobile device was
an important task. To keep the usability easy, the basic
concept follows the following paradigms in summary:
•
•

Figure 2: Menus and Configurations
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All necessary information is available through
different menus that are not more than double nested
and never overloaded.
The control only reverts on the game keys and the
soft buttons.

4. MULITIPLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION
2B

The client architecture was developed to fit to the clients on all
platforms. The class structure, data structures and used names
are designed equal for every client, if possible. All algorithms
are developed only once.
The code is then adapted to the other platforms. It’s possible
to gain access to all public data from another player with low
effort, due to the similar design.
The game field consists of 12 * 12 fields which are numbered
from 1 to 144.
The 2D coordinates from the buildings are therefore
transformed to integer values. Integer values can be stored and
send through the network efficiently.
All information that is shared with other players needs to be
stored at the server. The server broadcasts the data to all
clients. Therefore the data has to be sent definitely from the
client to the server. Information about the population,
popularity, built buildings and researched technologies are
needed by the server. The server has a huge CPU power in
comparison with the mobile clients. It’s more efficient as more
calculations are processed by the server.
The server has enough data from every client to calculate the
current player score. The player score is calculated from the
built buildings and researched technologies associated with the
file “statements.ini”. The player score is used to calculate the
new values for population and popularity. Due to these
calculations are made on the server, it’s possible that the
players have an impact on each other with less effort. The
calculation of the money takes place in the client. Other
players can’t see the money from their rivals and this value is
not necessary for the calculations made on the server. The
calculation is executed every 30 seconds. As soon as the
server sends an update message to a client, the new population
is used for the calculation.

game is now drawn every 30ms. A better solution would be to
repaint only the objects belonging to the animation.

Figure 4: Game Loop

5. MOBILE CLIENT
3B

One of our goals was the support of a broad range of mobile
devices. As these differ in configuration and available
technologies, we used Java Micro Edition (Java ME) with
MIDP 2.0/CLDC 1.1, as it is a widely supported programming
language on mobiles.
Game Loop
The game cycle of the mobile prototype is executed every
30ms and consists of the following steps (Figure 4): At first,
pressed keys are processed. If the player is not in a game menu
(buildings menu, research menu etc.), the cursor position (i.e.
the field number) is calculated by intersecting the playing field
with a ray originating from the actual camera position
respectively the centre of the screen (Figure 5). The 2D
coordinates are translated into a field number, which is then
transmitted to the server. After that, chat messages are
prepared for output and stored in a vector. The next steps are
the manipulation of the virtual camera as well as updating the
game time needed for animations. Now, the scene is ready to
be rendered. When the frame is drawn, the game loop thread
sleeps for 30ms and starts again. If there aren’t any changes in
the scene (e.g. camera movement, new objects etc.), there is
no need to redraw the frame. With adding an animation to the
wind turbine, this approach could no longer be used and the

Figure 5: 2D coordinates computation
We tried to avoid floating point operations, as they need to be
calculated using software emulation if the device has no
dedicated FPU. These emulated calculations are slow and
expensive regarding energy consumption. On devices without
a FPU, one should use fixed point mathematics that represent
float numbers with integers. Unfortunately, M3G does not
offer a fixed point data type [1]. Java ME libraries like FPLib
or FPComp can be used for this purpose.
To avoid screen flickering, we use double buffering by
extending the MIDP 2.0 Game API’s GameCanvas class.
When using double buffering, more processing is needed as
the image has to be pre-drawn in an off-screen buffer and
swapped afterwards.
To achieve an acceptable frames per second rate, the execution
time must be under a specific maximum. In order to achieve
16 fps, for example, the execution cycle must be invoked
under 62.5 ms [2]. The time needed to render one frame also
depends on the screen resolution where a higher resolution
needs more time. We tested our client on the
MediaControlSkin-Emulator of the Sun Java Wireless Toolkit
2.5.2 (resolution: 196*180px) with following results: when
there were no additional buildings except the city on the
playing field, one average game cycle took about 40ms (of
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which 30ms are consumed by the Thread.sleep() command). If
the player has built as much power plants as possible, the time
needed rises to 47ms which equals 21,3 frames per second.
Code Optimization
One important restriction of mobile devices is the limited
memory size. While data needed during the lifetime of the
game is stored in the working memory and storage memory,
which are also limited and have an impact on the performance,
the application memory restricts the file size an installed
application can have. Therefore, the following steps were
considered when optimizing the source code regarding speed,
memory usage and code size:
When an application is installed on a device, the JAR file is
unpacked into the storage memory. Upon execution, the byte
code is copied into the working memory and processed. The
larger the classes are, the less working memory is left for the
game at runtime slowing the game down and increasing the
chance that the game will run out of memory completely [2].
Therefore it is necessary to make game classes as small as
possible. Following suggestions given by [2],[8],[7] and [12]
were considered when reducing the code size:
Names of methods and variables are shortened because each
letter in the names of the class, the constructor, public
methods and public variables result in an additional byte in the
execution code. Local variables and protected or private
methods do not influence the size. To keep the source code
maintain- and readable, we used an obfuscator that shortens
those names and outputs compressed class files. [7] also
recommends to access class variables directly instead of using
getter and setter methods, as it is faster.
As the implementation of the garbage collection is often not
very sophisticated on handheld devices (in order to keep the
Kilobyte virtual machine (KVM) small) [2], we decided to call
the garbage collector manually when objects are set to null.
Furthermore, we tried to reuse objects where possible instead
of creating new ones. To avoid the creation of new objects, we
made some methods static. Further improvements can be
made, as suggested by [2] and [8], e.g. by the use of
StringBuffers instead of Strings and Vectors instead of Arrays
as they can handle dynamic sizes. To optimize the speed of
loops, [8] gives the advice to store the return values of
methods in variables if they are part of the loop condition
(such as the size of a vector when looping through a vector).
Furthermore, when dividing or multiplying with a power of 2,
one can use bit shifting (“>>” and “<<” operators in Java) as it
is faster to process for the KVM than using the regular divide
and multiply operators [12].

concerning the M3G scene graph: At first, one could improve
the culling of not visible objects by implementing an octree by
using Group nodes. The application could traverse this
structure before rendering, setting the rendering enabled-flag
of potentially visible and definitely hidden groups to true or
false. M3G can then render the scene graph in one world call
more efficiently instead of rendering each leaf node one by
one. The second suggestion is to use the scope mask which
each Node object has: By defining scopes, one can reduce the
workload in complex scenes as objects can be excluded from
rendering and picking, as well as the number of lights
affecting an object can be controlled. As the scene used in our
prototype is not that complex, we did not implement such
techniques yet.
6. PC CLIENT
4B

The PC client is developed with Microsoft XNA Game Studio.
XNA is a .NET-based framework and extends existing Visual
Studio tools to facilitate game development on Windows, the
Xbox 360 and Zune and provides the necessary support for
XNA libraries [13].
XNA provides free and less complicated game development
and was chosen out for this project to test the communication
between different platforms.
The main architecture and the game cycle of the mobile client
as described in 4.1 are similar to the XNA client. Contrary to
the mobile client in XNA there are no restrictions of
performance or memory size and there are different input
devices like mouse-clicks to handle.

Figure 6: Screenshot PC Client
7. SERVER
5B

The Server was implemented in Java. All multiplayer relevant
implementations can be found here as:
•

Communication
The Server reacts to messages from the Clients, as
well as updates them with new statistics and
information.

•

GameLogic
All logic that is outsourced from the clients is
implemented on the server. Most important is the
implementation of the interaction between the
different players and the influence of the player
actions to the game attributes.

Rendering Optimization
We use backface culling to reduce the faces that need to be
rendered and hence to reduce computation needed for the
drawing process. We render the whole scene graph in the
beginning and alter the scene graph when necessary. Instead of
rendering individual objects in immediate mode, we render the
entire scene graph in one go using retained mode, as it is far
more efficient [11]. This approach reduces the amount of Java
code executed and the number of method calls and allows the
engine to draw objects in an optimal order. Furthermore, it is
possible to use hierarchical view frustum culling. Pulli et al.
[11] also mention some other optimization possibilities
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this approach, the computational power of the mobile
device also remains almost unused.

To keep the server simple and open for extensions, the
implementation was kept on a basic level. The use of a GUI
has so been foregone. The game logic can easily be adapted by
adding logical expressions to a properties file, which is parsed
and evaluated during runtime. A big focus was also set on the
separation of concerns. E.g. the extension with new message
types can so be done without any difficulty.

•

8. GRAPHICS ON MOBILE DEVICES
6B

When rendering 3D graphics on mobile devices, one has to
deal with different restrictions. If the application should be
deployed on a wide range of devices, there are even more
things to consider as the technical configurations vary. While
there are 3D APIs such as OpenGL ES and M3G which can be
seen as an hardware abstraction layer, they do not guarantee
the same performance on each device as each has its own
performance characteristics, available memory, display
configurations, programming tool chains, Java stack
implementations, available libraries, operating systems and
underlying CPU architectures [11][2][7]. There are large
performance differences in pure rendering power between
software- and hardware-based renderers. And while the
lowest-end devices with a 3D engine have displays with 96 x
65 monochrome pixels and 20Mhz ARM7 processors, high
end devices offer VGA true color displays, dedicated GPUs
and 600Mhz multi-core ARM11 processors with vector
floating-point units (FPUs) [11].
Besides the low computational power and different technical
preconditions, there are some other restrictions influencing the
rendering process on mobile devices: one has to deal with a
limited energy pool. As the computation of complex 3D
scenes consumes quite much energy, one has to find
technologies and architectures that minimize the power
consumption – technical progress in the field of battery
improvement cannot solve this problem. Quite the contrary,
while screen resolution, power (and hence also the frames per
second rate) and available memory of mobile devices enhance
following Moore’s law, the capacity of batteries only improve
about 5-10% each year [10].
Research in the area of mobile graphics proposes following
architectural approaches:
•

Complete rendering on the mobile device using an
underlying hardware- or software-architecture

•

Overcome technical restrictions through remote
rendering of 3D content: when rendering complex 3D
data on an external server, one can easily overcome
the poor 3D rendering capabilities of mobile devices.
One drawback is that the generated data volume has
to be streamed over a network. As the available
bandwidth for mobile devices is limited and as traffic
is often very expensive, this approach is only suited
for devices with a WLAN device, and from the
perspective of 3D rendering, for the visualization of
complex data structures e.g. in the fields of
augmented reality or medical data visualization.
Interactive applications also suffer from the big data
volumes that have to be transferred. When choosing

Mixture of both approaches: Data can be preprocessed on a server and sent over a network, while
the mobile device executes the final rendering. This
approach has nearly similar drawbacks than the one
mentioned before: a persistent network connection is
necessary and the bandwidth must suffice the needs
of the application.

For our game, the best approach is the complete rendering of
the 3D scenery on the mobile itself, as we want to keep
network activity small. So we make use of the full processing
power of the mobile device, too. Nevertheless, parts of the
game logic are implemented on the server, which computes
periodical changes of the game state.
OpenGL ES (OpenGL for Embedded Systems) [6] and the
Mobile 3D Graphics API (M3G/JSR-184) [9] are mobile 3D
APIs that have been widely adopted by the mobile industry.
Direct3D Mobile from Microsoft, derived from the Windows
DirectX-API, can only be used on mobiles with a Windows
Mobile OS and doesn’t fit our requirement to make our
application available for a broad range of devices. OpenGL ES
is a low-level lightweight API consisting of a subset of the
OpenGL functionality. The goal was to create a cleaned-up
and trimmed-down version of OpenGL that fits the needs of
embedded systems where redundant functionality has been
removed [11].
M3G enables 3D graphics in Java ME. The architecture of
M3G allows a complete implementation in software or to use
the hardware capabilities of the device. It offers two ways for
rendering: immediate mode and retained mode. While the
immediate mode issues graphics commands directly into the
graphics pipeline, passing them to the rendering engine, the
retailed mode offers a more high-level approach: a scene
graph manages all objects, such as meshes, lighting, material
and cameras, in a tree structure that can be traversed to draw a
frame - the information of each object (position, geometric
structure, material etc.) is retained [11]. Complete scene
graphs, as well as animated objects, can be loaded from m3gFiles, which can be exported from 3D modeling applications
such as 3D Studio Max, Maya or Blender. The retained
rendering mode can also be combined with immediate
rendering, giving the developer more control over the
rendering of the scene. The graphics pipeline is nearly similar
to the one of OpenGL ES as M3G is conceptually based upon
OpenGL ES. In general, “M3G can be thought of as an objectoriented interface to OpenGL ES at the low level and as a link
to digital content creation tools – such as 3ds Max […] at the
high level” [11]. Optional or poorly supported features of
OpenGL ES were left out.
We decided to use M3G in combination with Java ME
because of its high-level support for scene graphs combined
with the possibility to load scenes from 3D modeling
applications which allows a rapid development process. In
addition, many mobile devices are M3G-enabled. A list with
mobile devices supporting M3G can be found at [5].
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3D Models and Textures
We used different models for the different system types: on
one hand, we needed simplified, low polygon models for the
mobile client, and on the other hand, we wanted to use the full
graphical capability of consoles and PCs. As some mobile
devices have restrictions regarding the file size a jar file is
allowed to have, we also used techniques to reduce overhead
in graphics-related files.
To keep the number of polygons used per model small, we
followed the common approach of keeping shapes simple and
adding details with textures. Detailed shapes used in the
desktop client models, such as pipes, were simplified or
dropped and realized with textures. The texture size was also
reduced to fit the needs of mobile devices. The results are lowpolygon models that have the simplified shape of the desktop
client’s models and the same-looking textures so that they can
be recognized. A further approach would be to use techniques
like bump / normal mapping to add more details to the models
without adding more geometry.
In order to reduce the overhead of texture files, we use UVMapping to store all textures of one model in one compressed
file as also proposed in [11]. Images belonging to the user
interface are stored in combining PNG files and extracted at
runtime when needed – as the PNG file format has large
headers, this approach reduces the data overhead [2]. Another
approach would be to load images over the network when they
are needed. But as we tried to keep bandwidth consumption
small, we chose the first concept. In our prototype, all 3D
models are stored in separate m3g files. One approach could
be to concentrate them in one single m3g file, load and
traverse the scene graph and render objects when needed.

to reduce the size of the message. On both sides (server/client)
the identification is based on this value to handle the incoming
message correctly. For example the message for building a
nuclear power plant is “2 0 13”.
All message parts are separated by whitespaces. Subdivided
the different parts mean:
2
Build Message
Identifier

0
Identifier for nuclear
power plant

13
Position to build
the plant.

The diagram (Fig.2) shows the communication sequence
during the construction of a building. Once a client is
connected the server sends an update to each client every
minute. The attributes of every client are calculated on the
server. Different types of messages were handled during the
interaction between client and server. With the BUILDmessage of the client the server will calculate the next update
based on the changed values. Classes named MessageBuilder
and MessageAnalyzer are implemented on both sides.
Tokenizers split the messages and send the relevant data to the
according method. One game will last 30 minutes so the server
is only for that time available

9. SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE
7B

The game is implemented with a service-oriented architecture
(SOA). The main logic with most of the calculations will be
implemented in the server. There is no redundancy of the
logic, thereby it is more fail-safe. The logic can be adapted
fast and only at one place, this will avoid inconsistence at the
clients. A fast intercommunication is assured, because the data
from all players are provided by the server. The clients have
less hardware requirements; they’re implemented as “Thin
clients”.
The clients “tell” the server about their built buildings and
researched technologies. The server calculates the player score
and the new population and popularity values and sends them
back to the clients once a minute.
10. GAME PROTOCOL
8B

For the game specific communication we needed to implement
our own application protocol. The main requirements were to
keep network traffic low by creating simple and small
messages and to keep the protocol open for new extensions.
As a result of this requirements and the game analyzes, there
was an outcome of 10 message types, all using the same
structure as following:
Message Type + “ “

Message specific information

Every message has an integer value to define the type of the
embedded information. The integer value is mapped to a string

Figure 7: Sequence Diagram (Create Building)
11. NETWORK AND DATA TRAFFIC
9B

The Reduction of the network traffic was an essential
requirement due to the high costs of mobile data
communication. As having implemented a very lightweight
application protocol, there are only about ten messages per
minute sent from, and one message per minute sent to the
client. With an average size of less than 30 bytes user data
plus about 50 bytes of TCP/IP header per message, the
theoretical traffic rate is very low. Assuming to a good
connection the traffic rate per game (half an hour of gameplay)
should be only around some few kbit. When working with
J2ME/MIDP2.0, Java and XNA/C#, there are three possible
internet protocols that can be used: HTTP, TCP and UDP.
During the project these protocols have been analyzed
regarding their use in mobile multiplayer games. HTTP didn't
fit the needs of our application. It's rather suitable for single
data transfer like web pages or other online media. TCP is
very implementation friendly due to providing error recovery
services out of the box. This is also its main problem, because
these services are not optimized for standard game traffics
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[15]. Many small messages, as used in Energizer, will lead in
a massive overhead especially when working with internet
connections that can't assure stability like in cellular networks
[14].
The best choice in keeping traffic and latency low is UDP.
UDP doesn't have much overhead, with the disadvantage that
it doesn't provide any reliability. To provide reliability an own
protocol has to be implemented based upon UDP as seen in
the sample implementation of GTP (Game Transport Protocol)
[16] or the free available open source Lidgren Librarys [17].
For the short time of the project, an own UDP implementation
seemed to be too complex and the Lidgren Librarys didn't fit
the multiplatform concept as only being available in C#.
Furthermore the game design also has no need for real time
latency - TCP was therefore the final decision.
The actual traffic rate, when playing in a realistic scenario,
could not finally be tested. Closing there can anyway be said
that TCP/IP is applicable for games with view game traffic
and without latency requirements. As soon as the data traffic
gets bigger and real time comes into play, an UDP
implementation may be unavoidable.
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JIAC (Java Intelligent Agent Componentware)
serviceware framework. Regarding JIAC V's
comprehensive capabilities of transparent distribution,
service based interaction, semantic service
descriptions, generic security and management
mechanisms and support for flexible and dynamic
reconfiguration in distributed environments [14], the
framework's need for tool solutions becomes apparent.
In this work, we describe our approach in developing a
tool solution which supports the development of
multi-agent systems, by combining our latest three
framework extensions - each one a result of a separate
diploma thesis [9, 19, 22]. Due to the nature of these
extensions, we are focusing this work on the design
stage of the surrounding AOSE process, while we put
particular focus on the JIAC’s service aspects.
However, since we pursue the higher goal of
providing a comprehensive and methodology guided
development tool for JIAC V, we describe our ideas
concerning this long-term task as well.
This article is structured as follows: In the next
section we will introduce the reader to the JIAC V
development and provide a detailed description of our
three latest extensions to the agent framework.
Subsequently, we will describe our approach in
combining these extensions to a development tool,
which supports the design and service engineering of
JIAC V multi-agent systems. After this, we introduce
our long-term intentions with the tool combination and

Abstract
Multi-agent system development is a complex task. In
this paper we describe our idea of supporting the
multi-agent system development within the JIAC
framework by a unified tool solution. We illustrate an
approach of providing a development platform, which
enables comfortable, quick and comprehensive multiagent system design and provides semantic searching
for available services. At this we start with our latest
three feature extensions to the JIAC framework, each
one developed in the scope of a diploma thesis, and
describe our planned adjustments and ideas to achieve
the desired functionality.

Keywords
JIAC V, Tool, Services, Development, Multi-Agent
Systems.

1. Introduction
Over the last decade, Agent Oriented Software
Engineering (AOSE) has gained attention as a suitable
methodology for providing quality assurance within
software development processes [8].
In order to counter nowadays requirements, the DAILabor has developed JIAC V, the fifth version of its
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describe further steps in developing a comprehensive
tool solution. Finally, we discuss related work and
wrap up with the conclusion.

2. The JIAC V Agent Framework
The JIAC V serviceware framework [14] is a Java
based agent framework which has been developed
within industry- and government-funded projects. It
complies with industrial requirements such as software
standards, security and management, and allows the
implementation of open, distributed and scalable
multi-agent systems in which agents are able to offer
their abilities in a service oriented way. JIAC V
combines agent technology with a service oriented
approach and has been applied in a number of
different projects, ranging from personal information
agents [5] and service delivery platforms [15] to
simulation environments [10]. Development is
supported by a rich library, which provides services
and agents with frequently required abilities. The
developer can reference these predefined agents for
his application and extend their behaviour; for
example by custom defined services. JIAC V provides
a script language for this purpose. In its second
incarnation, the JIAC Agent Description Language
(JADL++) [9] has been geared towards the
requirements of agent oriented service specification.
Since JIAC V is the latest representative of the ever
adapted and improved JIAC framework family [14],
we also refer to it as The Next Generation JIAC, or
simply, JIAC TNG.
In order to extend the framework's capabilities and
provide comfortable and effective agent engineering,
we lately extended JIAC TNG with several elaborate
features, which we describe below.
Service Development with JADLedit
JADLedit is an Eclipse based editor for JADL++
[9], a programming language for services, which has
been designed with particular focus on an easy usage
to assure comfortable first steps in agent oriented
programming. Agents which are equipped with a
JADL++ interpreter are able to offer services which
are based on the language's syntax. As one of its main
features, JADL++ uses the knowledge representation
language OWL [6] as semantic foundation for its
complex data types. This feature allows for type safe
editing of knowledge artefacts (namely facts) within

the JADL++ programming language. We divided
JADLedit into a development- and a browse-section.
While the development-section consist of a state-ofthe-art source code editor which provides features
such as syntax highlighting, code completion, error
marking and many more, the browse-section describes
an OWL ontology browser, which displays detailed
information on the ontologies, included by the current
service, such as their classes or their properties. The
combination of both sections allows the developer to
access information on the artefact's data type he is
using in his code. The additional information no
longer necessitates the consultation of an external
documentation and thus improves the overall
development process.
JADL++ has been developed within the diploma
thesis of the first author [9].
System Design with AWE
The Agent World Editor [20], or AWE, is a tool
which supports framework comprehensive design and
deployment of multi-agent systems. AWE provides
visual engineering and conveniently represents even
complex multi-agent systems by means of an
expressive notation in a single diagram. These
diagrams are grounded by an underlying domain
model, which acts as formal specification. Due to the
generic nature of this domain model, AWE is capable
of representing MAS designs without any concrete
framework affinity. This allows for conceptual work
which is furthermore supported by AWE’s picture
export feature, which in turn allows for easy exchange
or for the presentation of MAS designs without
making use of the tool itself.
By invoking a translation routine, AWE produces
executable code from the framework independent
domain model instance of the diagram. At this, AWE
currently provides support for the entire JIAC
framework family, which comprises version IV,
version V and MicroJIAC, JIAC’s derivative for
devices with limited resources. However, the scope of
support is not limited. We developed AWE under the
premise of providing easy extensibility, which we
realised by using a plug-in architecture for the
implementation. In this architecture, each plug-in
realises a separate and distinct part of functionality,
which allows for the easy exchange of system crucial
components (such as the domain model) as well as for
the appending of additional functionality by providing
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custom plug-ins, the so called Extension Plug-ins.
Support for a specific agent framework is now
encapsulated within an Extension Plug-in and mainly
comprises a translation routine and a meta model of
the framework’s code syntax.
AWE also provides library support during design. In
order to avoid any framework affinity, we integrated a
set of abstract concepts in the AWE base application,
which define common and frequently used standard
agents. The MAS designer can reference these so
called ConceptElements as basis for his own
agents and extend their behavior at will.
In order to provide framework support, each
Extension Plug-in provides a mapping from the
abstract concepts to a concrete implementation of the
respective framework. The code translation routine
accesses this mapping and replaces the abstract
placeholders
with
references
to
concrete
implementations.
Currently we support the entire JIAC framework
family with AWE, however, the generic domain
model, the modular architecture and the standardised
structure of the Extension Plug-ins facilitates
developments beyond this scope. In this course, we are
planning an implementation for the JACK framework
Extension Plug-in in the near future.
AWE has been developed within the diploma thesis
of the second author [19].

request and advertisement it is checked whether they
are identical or quite similar. Input and output
parameters are expressed by using OWL classes,
therefore these parameters are not only checked for
identity but also for the taxonomical dependencies
between them. The respective preconditions and
effects are compared to their structural similarity
(taxonomy matching) and whether they can be
fulfilled (e.g. do the parameter instances of the
requester fulfill the precondition of the advertised
service). Each of these matching tasks is processed
modularly and leads to a numerical result, which is
deduced from the degree of similarity between request
and advertisement. The sum of each of these results
represents the overall similarity between a service
request and service advertisement.
JIAC SeMa2 has been developed within the diploma
thesis of the third author [22].

3. Short-Term Intentions
The main concern of our latest feature extensions
to JIAC V was to increase the framework's overall
performance. We already evaluated SeMa2 within the
last year's edition of the Semantic Service Selection
Contest [1] and received remarkable results. An
evaluation of AWE and JADLedit has been done in
the context of this year's Multi Agent Contest [2], in
which we supported the JIAC team developers with
our tools.
At the moment, we are working on a combined tool
solution which integrates the three presented
developments and improves current lacks of the
overall MAS engineering process.
At this, we start with a combination of AWE and
JADLedit. While AWE allows for the appending of
services to an agent, an existence of those is still
assumed. The overall MAS development process is
consequentially determined by an alternating usage of
JADLedit, which is used to develop the required
services, and the Agent World Editor, which is used to
attach the latter to agents and design the overall multiagent system structure.
Improving this situation, we are working on a
combination of JADLedit and the Agent World Editor
in order to benefit from a unified development and
design support.

Semantic Service Matching with SeMa2
The JIAC SeMantic Service Matcher (SeMa2) [22]
provides a matching algorithm for the comparison
between service enquiries and proposed service
descriptions. Since agents shall find the appropriate
services in an autonomous way, the latter are
described by semantic information which allows for
an automatic and detailed categorisation. The JIAC
SeMa2 is based upon the OWL service description
ontology OWL-S [21], which allows to specify the
purpose of a service by offering different parameters.
Besides the name of the service these are in particular
input/output parameters and preconditions and effects
(IOPE). Preconditions and effects themselves are
described in the Horn-like rule language SWRL [16],
which extends the expressiveness of OWL.
JIAC SeMa2 compares all search request parameters
with each others separately. For the service names of
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Our basic idea at this is to use JADLedit as editor for
services, selected in AWE. This provides not only
detailed knowledge of existing services, but also
allows for additional adjustments and developments
from scratch, which is moreover supported by a
comprehensive overall MAS representation. Since
both, AWE and JADLedit, have been developed as
plug-ins to the Eclipse IDE, our main task remains in
defining the co-operation between both tools. The
loose coupling of this plug-in architecture furthermore
allows us to perform separate improvements of each
part with only a minimum of dependencies and thus
increases the application's service and its
maintainability.
Although the combination of AWE und JADLedit
makes the service oriented agent development more
comfortable, the capabilities of the service paradigm with reusability aspects in particular - are as yet not
fully utilised. The development support is still limited
to the implementation and the appending of existing
service implementations to agents, however, an
effective search mechanism for these specific services
in the framework's libraries is currently not provided.
At this point we are pursuing an application of SeMa2.
Our approach here is similar to that of the previous
combination of AWE and the JADLeditor. Again, we
are utilising Eclipse's plug-in mechanism and
encapsulate the entire service lookup feature within a
separate plug-in. The plug-in will contain a visual
front-end (including a search mask, a search result
table and features to add the retrieved services to an
agent) and the service matcher itself. In the search
mask, we will provide service retrieval in different
granularity. The developer will be able to search in the
framework’s library or the local file system for
available service implementations by name or by an

OWL-S service description, which allows for the
specification of detailed parameters, such as
preconditions or the service's effects. Matching results
will be displayed within a table and comprise a
detailed description, while buttons allow the developer
to append the retrieved results to the current MAS
setup. Figure 1 illustrates this mechanism.
The combination of AWE, JADLedit and SeMa2 will
support us as multi functional tool in the design of
multi-agent systems, in the accompanying service
selection and in their development.
We provide an illustration of the intended
appearance of this tool combination in Figure 2.

4. Long-Term Intentions
Although we are still working on the previously
presented integration, we are already discussing
several additional improvements for the near future.
We describe these long-term intentions below.
Service Composition
The service matcher's analysis is currently limited
to the analysis of single services. For the near future
we plan to extend this feature to provide a planning
capability. A developer's service request will no
longer be matched against single services, but also
against combinations of them. Fitting service
combinations are then proposed to the developer with
the ability to append them to the agents of his MAS
design.
Due to the strict compliance of modularity in our
work, we will be able to implement this service
composition feature without any side effects or
necessary adaptations to the AWE or JADLedit.
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Semantic Service Matching with SeMa2

Semantic Service Specification
The integration of SeMa2 into our tool combination
already proposed our idea of a semantic search for
services during the MAS design stage. The user is able
to search for available service implementations and
append the matching results to the agents of his MAS.
At this, we are currently using JIAC's native syntax,
which defines a reference to the service's
implementation file in the application’s class path.
However, instead of providing this concrete reference,
we plan to append services solely as OWL-S based
description. In combination with the previously
described service composition, the approach allows us
to abstract from a manual service selection at design
time and delegates this task to the compile time were
the service matcher is used to determine a successful
service constellation for the given description and to
append it to the respective agents. In order to create
the mentioned OWL-S descriptions, we will make use
of JADLedit which is already capable of supporting
ontology based development by its included ontology

In the near future we plan to develop an interface
between the JIAC V environment and web services,
such as WSDL files. This shall enable the integration
and assignment of any web service to agents. At the
same time JIAC services shall be provided as web
services. In its pure form WSDL files do not contain
any semantic information. In order to provide a
common representation of services within the
architecture we envision a feature that enables the
developer to enrich any service, independent of its
underlying service type, with semantic information
according to the OWL-S structure. Therefore we plan
to integrate an editor that allows for the selection of
WSDL services and provides a mechanism to wrap a
semantic description in the form of an OWL-S file
around it. Doing so, these services can be fully
matched and categorised by using the advantages of
semantic algorithms. This feature allows for further
automated processing of the available services.
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browser. Altogether, this additional feature will
simplify the service engineering within JIACV.
The Toolipse 2
In this paper we merely touched the surface of
JIAC V’s capabilities since we only focused on the
framework's service aspects during the design stage.
In fact, JIAC V comes along with its own
development methodology [14], which supports MAS
development from analysis to deployment. In a longterm attempt, we plan to include more and more tools
in the same way we described in this work and thus
aim at a comprehensive and methodological guided
development support for the JIAC V agent framework.
Several development tools already exist, such as the
Visual Service Design Tool (VSDT) [18], which allows
service and process modelling on a visual level.
Altogether we will align our work at the Toolipse [23],
a tool suite, similar to the one we are aiming for and
which is used as development platform for JIAC V's
preceding version, JIAC IV. We will combine a
versatile set of tools, including but not limited to
service, ontology and protocol editors and thus
provide the Toolipse for a Next Generation JIAC, or
the Toolipse 2.

5. Related Work
We have evaluated a number of similar tools, some
of them already seeing the third Generation [3, 23].
The agentTool System
The agentTool system [3; 24, p. 245-259] is a
visual design environment for top-down design of
multi-agent systems, supporting the steps of the MaSE
methodology [25]. In its third edition it supports OMaSE [11] with its nine different model types and is
supplemented by a consistency checker, code
generation, a metrics calculator and process
engineering support. All aspects of an agent-oriented
design can be modelled nicely, whereas the code
generation feature is more or less an open issue. The
paradigm of modelling services is provided by OMaSE, but the underlying service realisation is not
specified.

The INGENIAS Development Kit
The INGENIAS Development Kit (IDK) [12] is a
visual development tool supporting the INGENIAS
Agent Framework. The IDK provides extensibility
features and has been developed as open source
project on the basis of an extensible plug-in
architecture [12]. The focus here lies on code
generation plug-ins such as the most popular
INGENIAS Agent Framework [13]. The plug-in is
included within the standard IDK setup and provides a
translation of the design into executable JADE code.
JADE [7] itself provides the creation of services and
their association to agents. Furthermore it allows the
integration of self-defined ontologies for the
description of attributes. Nevertheless services and
ontologies are not related to standards such as OWL
and OWL-S, but follow a proprietary approach.
The JACK Development Environment
The JACK Development Environment [24, p. 261277] supports the development of JACK based
applications. It provides for the creation and
manipulation of each JACK component by means of
visual system engineering and includes several other
specialised tools. Project management is accomplished
by the JDE Browser and MAS design by the JDE
Design Tool [4]. The latter allows visual system
engineering on the basis of drag and drop. Code
generation and execution is provided by the JDE as
well. The Compiler Utility Tool translates the
developed diagrams into Java classes and supports
both, execution and debugging. A service-oriented
approach is not provided by JACK, since it
concentrates on the BDI software model. Therefore
agents possess plans which consist of several tasks.
The CAFnE Toolkit
The CAFnE Toolkit [17] (Component Agent
Framework for domain Experts) has been developed
as a successor to the Prometheus Design Tool (PDT).
The tool provides domain experts a suitable way to
easily build and modify multi-agent systems and
accomplish modifications in complex agent-based
domains, while its intuitive operability particularly
addresses persons with limited programming skills.
The toolkit allows visual modelling, code generation,
compilation and execution of agent based applications.
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tool and described the usage of the latter two within
the overall JIAC V development process. We
criticised the alternating usage of both and proposed
our idea and our approach in combining AWE and
JADLedit to one single tool solution. In order to
provide an effective search mechanism for available
services, we described our intention to include SeMa2
in this tool combination as well. After introducing
these short-term tasks, we presented our long-term
intention of extending this tool combination to a
comprehensive development platform for the JIAC V
framework. With Toolipse 2, we seek for
methodology guided support in every aspect of the
JIAC V development process. We want to achieve this
task by integrating a set of other tools, each one
streamlined to a specific development purpose. While
some of these tools already exist (such as the VSDT)
we outlined planned developments and thus depicted
our approach in developing a tool for the next
generation agent framework.

MAS development is done by the specification of
diagrams. CAFnE operates on a framework unspecific
and simplified BDI domain model, which provides
platform independent as well as BDI compliant MAS
configurations. In addition to PDT, CAFnE provides
an effective error avoidance mechanism and the
generation of framework dependent executable code
inclusive transformation to JACK. Since CAFnE is
independent of the underlying framework and its
architecture it does not specify how the service's
approach within multi-agent systems is realised.
The Toolipse
The JIAC IV Toolipse [23] is an IDE based on the
Eclipse platform, supporting the JIAC Methodology. It
facilitates visual design of multi-agent systems within
the JIAC IV framework. Each JIAC IV feature is
realised by one or more Eclipse plug-in(s), e.g.,
wizards, editors and views. The editors are providing
direct source code manipulation or system engineering
on a visual level. While the source code editors
provide state-of-the-art programming, the graphical
editors allow specifying diagrams visually. The
foundation of these diagrams is a formal specification
by means of an underlying meta-model. Particularly
interesting for this work is the Agent Role Editor
(ARE), which is used during the application
deployment, in order to define the MAS design. Since
ARE has been applied for several years now, various
improvement ideas have initiated the development of
its predecessor, the Agent World Editor. With regard
to the service paradigm, JIAC IV supports JADL, the
predecessor of JADL++, which also allows the
definition of ontologies. But in contrast to JIAC V its
approach is not based on standards.
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Abstract— This paper presents an approach to personalized web
search that is based on augmenting query with additional
keywords extracted from interested person’s profile. The profile
reflects interested person’s interests, past searching experiences
etc. It is represented by a set of weighted keywords displayed
conveniently as a keyword cloud. Experiments on web search
show that our search system can improve relevancy over popular
search engines.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Volume of digital content on the web increases every
day. More and more information is out there. How to
retrieve it? One way that has been established over years
is to search using some search engine. Even the best
search engines, however, no matter how hard they try to
cope with the problem of enormous volume of the digital
content on the web, return many not relevant or unrelated
results and do not return many relevant or related ones.
Improving precision or recall or other appropriate
quantitative characteristics of the web search is one of the
challenges for research.
One obvious weakness of the usual approaches is the
volume of input information a search engine receives. It
is indeed very difficult to decipher from just a few key
words what is the intention of an interested person (IP).
Most of the time, there are too many interpretations that
are consistent with the list of key words. To identify the
interpretation that has been intended by the IP is a very
difficult task. Clearly, more information from an IP could
prove very helpful.
Some approaches require from an IP more
information besides an initial query in form of a usual list
of key words. However, asking more from a user, and in
particular from an IP, has never been very popular.
Therefore collecting any useful information acquired
implicitly is an attractive alternative.

In this paper, we investigate how web search can be
improved by one particular kind of additional
information gathered implicitly from an IP – an
information on her interests, as manifested during her
previous search experiences. This can be considered part
of the search context.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In next
section, we briefly discuss some related works. Next, we
explain our approach to augmented query search. We
explain also how IP’s profile is formed and maintained.
In the following section, we present design of an overall
architecture of our proposed approach. Then we give
evaluation and results and finally, conclusions and future
work.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Our idea is to improve web searching by augmenting
the query with some additional information that reflects
IP’s intentions. For example, key words such as jaguar or
apple in a query can mean very different things
depending on if the IP is interested in cars or zoology,
computers or pomology. If we do not want to bother the
IP with writing anything besides the original query, and
still want to have scope of possible interpretations of the
query narrowed, we may take previous searches to
extract from it clues pointing at IP’s intentions.
Therefore, from the wealth of related works, we do not
discuss those favouring explicit IP feedback, but rather
concentrate on those limited to implicit feedback (Shen,
2005; Teevan, 2005). Of course, all such approaches
attempt to contribute to personalization of search. In
(Micarelli, 2007), several important user personalization
approaches and techniques developed for the Web search
domain are presented.
One concept used here is context. Context can be
thought of as all the circumstances, the data and
information that are somehow relevant to the event or
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fact. Another definition says that it is the words or word
phrases that give the sense of a word or phrase. An
obvious weakness of both of them is that they are too
vague. In relation to web search, Lawrence (2000)
describes the context of a query as for example, the
education, interests, and previous experience of a user,
along with information about the current request. The
concept of context can be taken here – perhaps not too
literally - to mean words describing IP’s sphere of
interest. Later we return to the question how to acquire
such words. Before doing it, let us discuss what options
are available for us to use such contextual information.
Several approaches have been taken to using context
in web search (Kraft, 2006). Among them, query
rewriting, iterative filtering meta-search, rank biasing
seem to be dominant.
Query rewriting is based on appending keywords
form context to search query as a string and submitting
the augmented query to standard search engine. Iterativefiltering meta-search does not augment a query but rather
generates many different sub-queries and submits them to
several search engines. Upon receiving results, it re-ranks
them and aggregates into one set. Rank biasing supposes
that a query and context of keywords are sent to modified
search engine as a complex query. Having received
documents matching query it then re-ranks them by
fitness to context. More generally, query preprocessing
opens room for context to be a source for query
augmentation. A query is seen as a short list of keywords.
To rewrite it, we have to identify additional keywords.
The concept of context is quite general and, as we
noted earlier, often a loosely defined one. IP’s interests,
past searching experience etc. can be considered part of
it. Our approach adopts this view of context. There are
also other views, concentrating more on query itself (Bai,
2008). Still other approaches employ collaboration of IPs
(Tvarozek, 2008).
In a sense, web search adjusted in one way or another
to a context as determined by the interested person is a
personalized search. The other way round, when the IP
possesses a personal profile represented in a processable
way, e.g. in form of ontology, an ample room opens for
personalized web search, too (Sieg, 2007). Our point is,
however, that there is a room for improving results of
web search even if no concepts of semantic web are
employed. It is possible to expand a query in a quite
complex way based on personal information (Chirita,
2007).
An approach towards an automatic personalization of
web search in which the IP is proposed in (Chirita, 2006).
They make use of PC desktop, which is source of a
wealth of specific information. Having extracted it, it

allows for an increased quality of user profiling. More
specifically, they select personalized query expansion
terms for web search using three different desktop
oriented approaches: summarizing the entire desktop
data, summarizing only the desktop documents relevant
to each user query, and applying natural language
processing techniques to extract dispersive lexical
compounds from relevant desktop resources.
A novel query expansion algorithm is proposed in
(Zhu, 2007). Their web search system, acting as a
middleware between an IP and a web search engine, is
set up on the client machine. It can learn an IP's
preference implicitly and then generate the IP profile
automatically. When the IP inputs query keywords, more
personalized expansion words are generated by their
algorithm. These words together with the query
keywords are then submitted to a popular search engine
such as Baidu or Google. Such a model makes a common
search engine personalized, that is, by means of
personalized query expansion the search engine can
return different search results to different IPs who may
input the same keywords.
Some researchers focus their attention to ways of reranking results. In (Peng, 2006), IP browsing behavior is
source for data mining frequent access patterns. In
accordance with user interests mined and feedbacks of
IPs, they propose Personalized PageRank for
dynamically adjusting the ranking scores of web pages.
There are attempts to employ semantics description
languages for representation of IP profiles. (Daoud,
2009) describes a personalized search approach involving
a semantic graph-based IP profile issued from ontology.
In their work, IP profile refers to the IP interest in a
specific search session. It is built using a score
propagation that activates a set of semantically related
concepts and maintained in the same search session using
a graph-based merging scheme. Personalization is
achieved by re-ranking the search results of related
queries using the user profile.
A possible approach to augmenting an individual IP's
profile is by using data from other IPs. (Teevan, 2009)
studied whether groups of people can be used to improve
relevancy, or in general quality of search. They explore
the similarity of query selection, desktop information,
and explicit relevance judgments across people grouped
in different ways. As could be expected, some groupings
provide valuable insight into what members consider
relevant to queries related to the group focus. On the
other hand, it can be difficult to identify valuable groups
implicitly.
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III.

APPROACH

Our assumption is to use a usual search engine. As a
consequence, we do not have the option to alter the way a
query is processed inside the search engine. We can focus
on either pre-processing the query or post-processing the
search results or both. Since we attempt to identify
additional words narrowing the possible sphere of
interpretations consistent with IP’s intention, a natural
place to use them is in pre-processing the query.
However, we should keep an eye also on the option of
using the context to some kind of post-processing the
results, e.g. for re-ranking them.
We propose a quite simple way of augmenting a
query. Query is extended by one or more keywords from
an IP’s profile consisting of a set of weighted keywords.
Before coming to the specifics of our approach how to
form an IP’s profile, we should like to mention a simple

idea we propose for representing it. We represent IP’s
profile by a keyword cloud. It is a way of visualizing a
set of weighted words. It can be used also for visualizing
IP’s interests. It makes easy to assess relative importance
of any word in the profile.
Our approach to improving web search through
incorporating some words from IP’s profile is based on
the following idea. We propose to form a combination of
a usual search engine and a dedicated search engine.
Search query is augmented by additional key words from
IP’s profile such that they reflect IP’s interest that is
relatively stabile over time. The augmented query is
submitted to any usual search engine. The only
requirement is that the search engine returns results
decorated with key words describing the particular
document. For example, Yahoo offers additional service
to retrieve also keywords along with results (see in Fig.
1). These keywords describe result more accurately.

Fig. 1. Yahoo result row
Search process itself takes place in three
phases. In the first phase, a regular search performed
by Yahoo returns a list of results each decorated with
additional keywords. Subsequently, for each hit (or the
first m hits) the system determines whether each
keyword is included in the IP’s profile. Also, we
identify number of search engine hits, where the profile
keyword was found. At the end of this phase we can
generalize retrieved data as follows in Table 1.

In the next phase, for each wordk, we calculate the
ρk index according to formula (1)

pk
ik
⋅λ +
⋅ (1 − λ ) = ρk
P
avg (i )
where

Table 1: Retrieved data generalisation
Keyword

Weight

Number of hits where
the word occurred

word1

i1

p1

ik

pk

component

iK

pK

ik
⋅ (1 − λ ) represents a context of the
avg (i )

IP’s profile. Parameter λ (in the range of 0 to 1) serves
to determine relative weight of common search engine
context and IP’s profile context. By properly adjusting
the parameter, we shift focus either on the former or
the latter context. ρk index serves to sort keywords by
relevance. Subsequently, several top ranked keywords
will be used to enhance the query, resulting in a
rewritten query. In the last phase, the search is re-run
with a rewritten query. Results of this re-run are
displayed to the IP.

...
wordK

pk
⋅ λ represents natural context of the
P

search engine. It is appropriate that we prosper from
results found by the search engine and include keyword
occurrence number into overall relevancy. The

...
wordk

(1)
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IV.

MyFind suggests to IP a set of keywords that can be
added to the original query, aiming at restricting
and/refocusing the set of search results. MyFind builds
a profile of the IP by monitoring the interaction. In it,
IP’s feedback is essentially given by clicks on results.
In such a way – it is hypothesized – IP singles out some
results that are of more interest than the remaining
ones.

PROFILE UPDATING

Processing already a few queries typically results in
changing IP’s profile. Some keywords get their weights
strengthened, some weakened. We should bear in mind
that typically, new keywords are inserted in the profile,
too. Conversely, we need a way to get a keyword out
from the profile. Otherwise, the profile would grow
bigger and bigger. We propose to normalize the profile.
This maintenance is performed according to this
pseudo code:

As shown in Fig. 3, the Finder machine has 3 major
components:

If ( avg(i) > γ OR K > γ ) then {

(1) Keyword Selection module for terms retrieval
from Yahoo search engine respecting IP’s query.

if ( ik < δ ) then {

(2) Query Modification module automatically
augments IP’s query with terms from IP’s profile.

remove wordk from users profile
} else {
ik =

ik
avg (i )

}
}
Fig. 2: Profile maintenance

Keywords that are less important then the limit
value δ are deleted from the profile. This cleans the
profile, purging incidental interactions of the IP with
the search system. To prevent purging some potentially
useful keyword from the profile only because it has
been inserted just before the maintenance step,
keyword weight is changed to average value. This
implies that a new word will be added to the profile
with an average weight. However, it is obviously
necessary to choose appropriately the parameter δ.
Moreover, it is possible to control growing weights too
much by reducing the value of parameter α. To
determine the threshold of maintenance launch, the
parameter γ needs to be adjusted.
V.

Fig. 3: System architecture
(3) Profile Maintenance models IP’s profiles
reflecting IP’s interaction with the system.
MyFind architecture is in some aspects similar to
other attempts to personalized web search, e.g. profile
maintenance and query modification are common in
these systems, cf. (Koutrika, 2005; Salamanca, 2008).
From a more detailed view, however, their approach to
e.g., query modification (i.e., by disambiguation) is
different from ours. The other way around, our
approach introduces a distinct layer, Finder, as a kind
of middleware (cf., Kawsar, 2006) between an usual
search engine and an IP. This is a certain improvement
over usual architectural solutions of similar systems.

OUTLINE OF MYFIND ARCHITECTURE

Based on our proposed method of personalized web
search, we developed a working prototype of a system
for web search that implements the method. Here we
present an outline of architecture of our system called
MyFind. There are three fundamental players or
components of the system: the IP, the usual search
engine and our Finder machine.
The system automatically augments search query
with a set of keywords that are selected from the IP’s
profile and correspond with IP’s interests. After the
usual search engine perform search and returns results,

VI.

EVALUATION AND RESULTS

The key data in our approach is the IP’s profile. If it
becomes overcrowded with too many general words,
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the results will be even less precise. Otherwise, there is
a chance to achieve quite interesting results.

In another experiment, IP formulated query “Herbie
Hancock YouTube” with the intent to get references to
videos with Herbie Hancock playing. myFind
augmented the query with the following words: “jazz",
“John Coltrane”, “Miles Davis”. As a consequence,
results from myFind included those referring to pages
where Herbie Hancock plays with Miles Davis or John
Coltrane [Fig. 4]. myFind found these musicians in the
IP’s profile and noticed they have high weights.
myFind evaluated that they can be linked together.
Both these simple experiments are just samples of a
more extensive experimenting with our system. There
were several different IPs involved. myFind was
gradually developing their profiles, displaying it as a
keyword cloud. In many cases, myFind’s performance
has been found impressive: “How could myFind know
this is what I am interested in?” Of course, in some
other cases the performance has been less impressive.

One experiment aimed at comparing results
returned by our myFind and an usual search engine
(google). IP formulated the query “armstrong music”.
Both the usual search engine and myFind returned lists
of results, out of which we took top 30 ranked results
from both lists and marked each returned result for
relevance. As Table 2 shows, myFind results are better
than google results achieving an improvement of 46%.
Table 2: Precision at top 30 documents

Relevant
documents

Relevant percentage

Google

12 / 30

40%

myFind

26 / 30

86%

Fig 4. Search results for query "Herbie Hancock YouTube" .

has been studied by many in the past, but it remains a
research topic currently. Our approach is based on a
simple idea, but it is capable of noteworthy
improvement. We have created a separate layer Finder

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we studied how to improve search
relevance by considering IP’s profile. This, of course,
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that is positioned in the middle between a usual search
engine and an IP. This middleware receives
information from both sides and processes them for the
benefit of the IP. From the usual search engine, Finder
makes use of the service that some search engines
provide, i.e. they decorate results with key words. From
the IP, Finder records her interests as expressed by
clicks on results. Finder is thus able to create and
maintain IP’s profile. We developed a specific method
for maintaining the IP’s profile. The whole approach is
very simple but it is capable of achieving some,
sometimes even a significant improvement over a usual
search engine.
In our approach, IP profile is being updated on the
fly. This reflects the basic observation that IP’s
interests and preferences change over time and most
approaches include one way of updating IP profile or
another. However, as (Luxenburger, 2008) point out, IP
interests change over time, an IP sometimes works on
very different categories of tasks within a short
timespan, and history based personalization may
impede an IP’s desire of discovering new topics. They
proposed a selective personalization strategy to cope
with the problem.
Several possible lines of research emerge if we
venture to challenge the current methods of
personalization. Our Finder is already currently capable
of serving many IPs, maintaining their profiles.
Contrary to individual level, where IPs are not very
keen to provide explicit feedback, at a group level IPs
seem to enjoy social networking and are willing to
provide necessary input to form it. Further research
should be aimed at ways of utilizing interests expressed
by similar individuals, whatever the definition of
similarity may be.
However, the potential of social networking may
generate new concepts. If the networked individuals
realize that sharing their interests, recommendations or
preferences may improve quality of their individual
search results, there will be a room for introducing new
concepts, e.g. interested collective person whose
profile is outcome of their interaction.
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INTRODUCTION
A real challenge for organisations at the
beginning of the millennium is “....how to
harness the intelligence and spirit of people at
all levels of organisation to continually build
and share knowledge” (Senge, 1997, p.32).
Since then researchers have shown that
knowledge sharing provides a business with a
competitive advantage (Reid, 2003), enhances
innovative performance and reduces redundant
learning efforts (Calantone et al., 2002;
Scarbrough, 2001). Most researches have
discussed technical and economical aspects
that make knowledge sharing while very
limited attention is given to culture specific
factors that affect knowledge sharing.

Knowledge sharing is of much interest to both
practitioners and researchers because of its
potential to quicken learning, enhance
innovation,
reduce
costs
and
place
organisations on the competitive edge. A
principal tool for knowledge sharing has been
identified by researchers to be virtual
communities
within
which
research
collaboration and other knowledge sharing
activities easily take place.
Some of the
influencing factors to knowledge sharing are
technological, economic and cultural. This
paper concentrates on the cultural with specific
focus on trust.
While trust has been
researched in other contexts, it has not been
researched as an organisational cultural
component that could affect knowledge
sharing in virtual communities. This gap in
knowledge is what this paper aims to fill. A
conceptual framework will be developed to
expresses the relationship between trust
components and knowledge sharing in virtual
communities. The framework will be verified
in future empirical research but meanwhile,
the possible implications of the research to
research and practice will be presented.

Culture has been categorised into two
organisational and societal (Usoro et al, 2006).
Organisational culture has two broad
dimensions (Usoro et al, 2006):
a) work-practice based b) value-based.
Organisation culture has many factors and
trust is one of them. Effects of trust has been
researched in different aspects of an
organisation like coordination and control at
interpersonal and organisational levels in the
work of Shapiro (1987, 1990) and Zucher
(1986). McAllister (1995) has categorised trust
into affective and cognitive based trust. Costa
et al (2001) have specified trust dimensions as
propensity to trust, perceived trustworthiness,

Keywords: trust, knowledge sharing, virtual
communities, organisational culture
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cooperative and monitoring behaviours. In this
paper I will study whether trust as an
organisational
cultural
factor
affects
knowledge sharing in virtual communities.
Organisational
culture

It is accepted among scholars that trust exists
in different levels of analysis in organisations
for example trust in teams, trust of
subordinates to leaders or managers and trust
between organisations. Zaheer et al (1998, p.
141) note that “considerable ambiguity is
evident in the literature about the precise role
of trust as it operates at different levels of
analysis and its influence on performance”.
Levels of trust in organisations will be
specified in this work. Dimensions of
organisational trust will be described and all
dimensions will have base in literature.

Virtual community

Factor‐2
Trust

Factor‐3

Knowledge Sharing

Factor‐n

Future studies
Research boundary

Current study

Figure 1

EXISTING RESEARCH

Organisation culture has a relationship with
knowledge transfer (Ladd and Heminger,
2002). The influence of organisational culture
on knowledge sharing was also empirically
studied in Bahraini organisations by Ismail et
al (2007). They have shown the relationship of
organisational culture factors identified by
Govindarajan and Gupta (2000) with
knowledge sharing. They have found that trust,
communication, information systems, rewards
and organisation structure are positively
related to knowledge sharing. The context of
this research is virtual communities; which is
different from other types of communities.
Thus, it will be very interesting to find that
whether the same relationship of trust and
knowledge sharing exists in virtual
communities, if yes than how trust affect
knowledge sharing in virtual community’s
context. This article will add significant
knowledge to virtual community’s literature as
this problem has not been discussed in any of
the previous studies.

Virtual community is a new concept and still
researches are underway on some or other aspects
of virtual community. Trust is considered a very
important factor in virtual communities. Mayer et
al (1995, 2007) have dimensionalized trust into
benevolence, integrative and competitive. The
influence of these dimensions of trust on
knowledge sharing in virtual communities has been
researched by Sharratt and Usoro (2003) and
hypothesized its relationship with knowledge
sharing; integrative and benevolence have positive
while competitive has negative relationships with
knowledge sharing in online communities. This
research is different from the work of Sharratt and
Usoro (2003) because I have considered trust as an
organisational culture factor. According to Gupta
and Govindarajan (2000) trust is an important
factor of organisational culture. This paper, which
focuses only on the issue of 'trust', is part of a
larger scope of study into 'how organisational
culture affects knowledge sharing’.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Trust Definition
There are different opinions about trust in
literature and some of the main characteristics
are vulnerability of trustor, ability/competency
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person A (trustor) has that person B (trustee)
will fulfil promises made, through proper
actions using his knowledge and skills; and the
outcomes will be desirable to trustor.

of trustee and expectations. Rousseau et al
(1998) have noted from the work done by
different researchers that trust has two main
elements 1) positive expectations 2) the
willingness to become vulnerable. Rotter
(1967, p651) define trust “as an expectancy
held by an individual or a group that the word,
promise, verbal or written statement of another
individual or group can be relied upon”. Most
of researchers have linked trust to expectancy.
For trust to exist there must be two entities,
trustor and trustee. Trustor expectancy begins
after when trustee promise and ends with
outcomes as a result of actions performed by
trustee. There rust exists in three different
processes which are performed by the trustee:
1) Promises made by trustee
2) Actions perform by trustee to fulfil
promises
3) Outcomes of actions.
The first process is the promises, in this
process proper communication channel, words
used, and body language could be very
important factors. In the actions the ability
(competency) of the trustee (Mayer et al,
1995, 2007), knowledge possess by trustee and
decisions made by the trustee could be the
main factors. Trustor expects or belief that the
trustee will act in such a way that will help or
at least not harmful for the relationship
(Gambetta, 1988). Actions lead to outcomes.
Outcomes are the expectations of trustor it
could be tangible or intangible. Trust of the
trustor begins at promises, trust may increase
in actions and the outcome is the stage where
the trustor decides. After this process the
trustor decides whether to trust the trustee or
not.
Promises

Actions

Organisational culture
Organisational culture is a set of implicit
assumptions held by members of a group that
determines how the group behaves and
responds to its environment (Schein, 1985).
Organisational culture tells us about an
organisation member’s experiences, their
beliefs, attitudes and values.
Dimensions of organisational culture can be
broadly classified into (a) value-based (b)
work-practice based (Usoro et al, 2006). Berg
& Wilderom (2004) have specified the
following dimensions using work-practice
based approach of organizational culture:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Autonomy.
External Orientation.
Interdepartmental coordination.
Human resource content.
Improvement orientation.

Park et al (2004) have described that using
value-based approach to study organizational
culture is a good approach; they have specified
the following dimensions and trust is one of
them:
¾ Trust.
¾ Sharing information freely
¾ Working closely together.
Virtual communities of practice
The rise of the virtual communities (VCs) has
been considered to be an important stimulus
for the interest in knowledge management
(KM) during the last decade (Bieber et al,
2002). Rheingold (1994) define virtual
community as “social aggregations that
emerge from the Net when enough people
carry on those public discussions long enough,
with sufficient human feelings, to form webs
of personal relationships in cyberspace. A
virtual community is a group of people who
may or may not meet one another face to face,

Outcomes
Figure 2: processes of trust.

Thus on the basis of above discussion and
figure 1 trust can be defined as the hope the
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Studies conducted about knowledge sharing
have proved the importance of knowledge
sharing to organisations. Knowledge sharing
provides a business with a competitive
advantage (2003). Many researchers have
demonstrated that knowledge sharing enhances
innovative performance and reduces redundant
learning efforts (Calantone et al., 2002;
Scarbrough, 2003). In Davenport & Prusak
(1998) opinion organisations are like
knowledge market, where buyers (people
seeking knowledge), sellers (people with
substantial knowledge), and brokers (people
making connections between buyers and
sellers) engage through some form of
communication to help knowledge shared with
other members of the organization. Hooff and
Weenen (2004a) stated that in knowledge
sharing employees mutually exchange
knowledge and jointly create new knowledge
and they have identified two dimensions of
knowledge sharing: Knowledge donating
(communicating their personal intellectual
capital to others) and knowledge collecting
(consulting colleagues to encourage them to
share their intellectual capital).

and who exchange words and ideas through
the mediation of computer bulletin boards and
networks”. Members of virtual community
have a common interest and they interact in an
organized way through internet (Ridings et al,
2002). Virtual communities are developed and
utilized based on four basic needs: interest,
relationship, fantasy, and transaction (Hagel &
Armstrong, 1998). Virtual communities don’t
have the space and time barriers to interaction,
which exist in physical communities
(Andersen, 2005).
Many internet users have adopted the virtual
communities to share data, collaborate in
research, and exchange messages (Wang et al,
2002). Among the main objectives of
knowledge
management
in
virtual
communities are exploitation and exploration
of knowledge. Wasko & Faraj (2005)
investigated why people share their knowledge
with others in electronic networks of practice.
They found that both reputation and centrality
have significant influences on the helpfulness
and volume of knowledge contribution.
Knowledge can flow easily when employees
view knowledge as a public good belonging to
the whole organization (Ardichvili et al,
2003).

TRUST IN ORGANISATIONAL
CULTURE

Kollock (1999) suggests that there are four
possible reasons why a person is motivated to
contribute valuable information or resources to
a group. They are:

The concept of trust in organisational context
has been researched by a number of
practitioners and researchers (Gupta and
Govindarajan, 2000; Tyler, 2003; Park et al,
2004). Nature of organisation has changed and
because of that trust has emerged as an
important issue (Tyler, 2003). Organisational
culture consists of many factors. According to
Gupta and Govindarajan (2000) trust is an
important component of organisational culture.
If there is trust then monitoring is not required
(Costa et al, 2001). Researchers have accepted
that trust works as a lubricant in economic
transactions by creating good relations
between actors and saves the organisation the
monitoring costs (Creed and Mills, 1996;
Powell, 1990). Costa et al (2001) have
empirically proved that trust is positively

¾ The expectation that one will
subsequently receive useful help in
return;
¾ The increasing of one own reputation
and status in the group through
contributing;
¾ A sense of efficacy; and
¾ The feeling of belonging to the group.
Knowledge sharing
Lin (2007) defines knowledge sharing as a
social interaction culture, involving exchange
of employee knowledge, experience and skills.
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related to team performance, team satisfaction
and relationship commitment. Trust leads to
acceptance of decisions (Tyler) and acceptance
of influence (Tyler and Degoey, 1996). It is
widely believed that trust lubricates a wide
array of organisational processes and much of
researches conducted also support this
theoretical idea (Bijlsma et al, 2003).

suppliers, customers and other organisations.
Interactions may create a relationship between
inter-actionists if they trust each other and
these inter-actionists may share their
knowledge with others to solve each other’s
problems. On the basis main categorisation of
interactions of organisation (internal and
external) I have divided organisation trust into
internal and external levels of trust.
¾ Internal trust consists of trust between
members of organisations, it could be
trust between subordinates and
managers, between managers or
between subordinates
¾ External trust consists of trust between
organisation and external entities like
customers, suppliers and other
organisations.
Internal trust
level

Figure 3
Organisational
level of trust

LEVELS OF TRUST IN ORGANISATION
It is widely accepted among scholars that trust
exists at different levels of analysis, for
example, trust exists within individuals, within
groups or organisations and between
organisations. Mishra (1996) state that trust
exists even at institutional level, for example,
public’s trust in their political system. In
organisation trust is considered very important
factor and much of research has been
conducted on it.

External trust
level
Figure 4: categories of trust.
For an organisation trust is operationally
defined in terms of the average level of trust
among the members of the organisation
(Mishra, 1996). In this research organisational
trust consists of internal and external trusts.
These two determine the level of
organisational trust. In literature trust is mostly
discussed as interpersonal level, interorganisational level, in teams, trust of
members
towards
organisation
and
organisation trust towards members. To define
a boundary for this research I have decided
that internal trust includes interpersonal and
staff-organisation levels of trust; and external
trust includes inter-organisational level of
trust.

In organisations trust can be note, for example,
trust in teams, trust of subordinates toward
leaders or managers, trust between different
departments,
trust
of
external
(customers/suppliers) towards organisations
and trust between organisations. Zaheer et al
(1998, p. 141) noted that “considerable
ambiguity is evident in the literature about the
precise role of trust as it operates at different
levels of analysis and its influence on
performance”. Interactions in organisations
can be either internal among members of an
organisation or with external entities like
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of virtual communities and chances of creating
a trust relationship is very high. Participants of
virtual communities should cooperate with
each other by replying to postings on virtual
communities, starting discussion, giving
suggestions, providing sources or direction. If
an organisation has high interpersonal level of
trust then it would have positive effect on
knowledge sharing in virtual communities.
Thus,
Hypothesis 1: High interpersonal level of trust
has positive relations with knowledge sharing
in virtual communities.

Internal trust
Internal trust means; trust between entities
inside the organisation, for example,
organisation towards members, members
towards organisation and interpersonal trust.
Organisation towards
members (Tyler,

1996).
Internal
trust

Members towards
organisation (Gabarro,

1987)

Trust of staff towards organisation and trust of
organisation towards staff
According to Jude Welles (2005), in a survey
in 2004 by Rights Management consultants,
about thirty five percent (35%) of new
managers and executives in industry failed in
their jobs because of their inability to build
relationships and teamwork with staff. Good
relationship between managers and staff is
extremely important for a number of reasons.
Gabarro (1987) has emphasized that trust is
one of main character that subordinates want
in their leaders. Members of an organisation
often see the trust in managers as the trust in
organisation. If the managers trust their
employees there will be less control and
monitoring (Costa et al, 2001), the chance of
positive reply from employees towards
organisation will be high and; organisation can
expect them to use their skills and share their
knowledge with others to perform actions
because in general when A trusts B then B will
trust A. If managers trust their employees then
employees will easily share their expertises
(knowledge) with other colleagues, will be
committed to the organisation (De Gilder),
will be loyal to the organisation (De Gilder),
and will perform extra-role (Tyler, 1996).

Interpersonal trust
(Pesamaa et al, 2007;
Politis, 2003)
Figure 5: internal trust

Interpersonal level
Interpersonal trust means trust between coworkers (Ismail et al, 2007).
Trust at
interpersonal level is very important for the
best functioning of an organisation’s daily
activities and an essential attribute of
organisational
culture
(Gupta
and
Govindarajan, 2000). Organisational members
almost always depend on the support and
cooperation of each other. Interpersonal level
trust facilitates cooperation among staff
members of an organisation (Pesamaa et al,
2007). Trust at interpersonal level increases
social control and facilitates reciprocity and
sympathy (Axelrod, 1984). When there is
similarity in ideas and thinking then
performing organisational task effectively and
efficiently will not be a problem. When
interpersonal trust is high between staff they
would have good relationship with each other,
staff would use their skills, abilities and will
share their knowledge to help their colleagues.
Politis (2003) have empirically showed that
interpersonal trust is essential for knowledge
sharing and collaboration in teams.

The organisation work environment change,
such as “traditional forms of management have
been replaced by more collaborative
approaches that emphasize coordination,
sharing of responsibilities and the participation
of the workers in the decision processes”

Members of virtual communities, having high
inter-personal level of trust in organisations in
which they work, might trust other participants
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2001) and devise industry standards (e.g., the
3G project of Qualcom, Ericsson, and others).
For a successful cooperation between two
organisations more than friendship is required
therefore, Franklin et al (2007) empirically
proved that trust and commitment will initiate
cooperation between two businesses. Interorganisational trust reduces costs and
opportunistic behaviours (Selnes and Sallis,
2003). Much of research has found that the
inter-organisational
trust
increases
performance (Selnes and Sallis, 2003; Zaheer
et al, 1998; Smith and Barclay, 1997). If an
organisation has high inter-organisation trust
level then its members might trust members of
other organisations easily. Members of an
organisation, whose inter-organisational trust
level is high, may trust other participants of
other organisations easily and; they will help
participants to solve their problems, more open
to start discussion, develop more innovative
and original solutions, responds to questions
posted by members, guiding each other and
thus they will be sharing their tacit knowledge
with each other. Virtual communities often
span across different organisations therefore
inter-organisational trust can be very
important. There seems a positive connection
between knowledge sharing and high interorganisational trust level. Thus,
Hypothesis 3: Organisation members having
high inter-organisational trust level increases
knowledge sharing in virtual communities.

(Costa et al, p. 226, 2001). In this new work
environment more and more people work from
home or from miles away, so controlling such
staff is difficult. According to Child and
Mollering (2003) that corporate manager’s
trust in their foreign entities’ performance is
positively related to growth in sales and
profits.
When an organisation has a high trust level
between itself and its staff then the chances are
high that members from such an organisation
would share their knowledge with other
participants in virtual communities. Thus,
Hypothesis 2: High trust relationship between
staff and organisation has positive effect on
knowledge sharing in virtual communities.

External trust
External
trust
means
trust
between
organisations members with external entities
like
customers,
suppliers
and
other
organisations.
Inter‐organisational trust
Organisation towards
customers (Grayson &
Ambler, 1999)
External
trust

Customers towards
organisation
Between suppliers and an
organisation (Selness &
Sallis, 2003; Smith &
Barclay,
Zaher
et al,
Figure
6:1997;
External
trust
1998)

DIMENSIONS OF TRUST
Previous researches have shown some
similarity in dimensioning the trust concept.
Most of these previous studies were context
specific The dimensions specified by Mayer et
al (1995) which are integrative, benevolence
and ability or competence is mostly cited by
other researchers and many believe that these
are very generalize dimensions of trust. The
table below shows a summary of dimensions
of trust from various researches (Costa et al,
2001; Sako, 1992; Mayer et al, 1995;
McAllister, 1995; Ganesan, 1994; Rempel &
Holmes et al, 1985).

Inter-organisational level
Most modern businesses survive on interorganisational
collaboration.
Mostly
organisation has limited expertise and they
collaborate with other organisations for their
expertise. This collaboration has many goals
and some are: develop new products
(Rindleisch and Moorman, 2001), strengthen
supply chains (Wathne and Heide, 2004),
reduce operating costs (Cannon and Homburg,
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benevolence at internal level of trust is very
clear and we can find many examples where
this dimension can play a significant role. In
an organisation when staff is kind, cooperative
and helping other colleagues then a trusting
relationship starts between colleagues.
Similarly when a manager is benevolent to
members of an organisation then members
trust their managers.

Dimensions
Authors
Year
Ana
2001
1. Cooperative
Cristina
behaviours
Costa
2. Absence of
monitoring
3. Perceive
trustworthiness
(psychological
state)
4. Propensity to
trust
1. Faith
Cook &
1980
2. Confidence
Wall
Sako
1992
1. Competence
2. Goodwill
3. Fairness
4. Contractual (?)
1. Integrity
Mayer et
1995
2. Benevolence
al
3. Competence or
Ability
Main categorisation from McAllister 1995
literature as well
1. Cognitive
2. Affective
1. Credibility
Ganesan
1994
2. Benevolence
1985
1. Predictability
Rempel,
2. Dependability
Holmes et
3. Faith
al
Table 1: dimensions of trust from previous
researches

Benevolence in external level of trust of an
organisation has also a significant role, for
example, if customers perceive that
organisation staffs are kind and helpful then
chances are very high that customers would
trust such an organisation. Similarly, if
organisation staffs are benevolent to suppliers
then a trusting relationship would engender
between an organisation and suppliers.
Benevolence can create a good relationship at
inter-organisational level. But due to factors
like competition and many other its role is not
very clear in inter-organisational level.
Benevolence initiates a feeling of kindness,
helpfulness between trustor and trustee. When
two parties are benevolent to each other there
is a high chance that they will trust each other.

Knowledgeableness
One can perform a task well if he/she has the
required knowledge for the task. Members of
an organisation often respect those colleagues
who have knowledge; for example, in colleges
and universities students trust and respect their
teachers because of their knowledge. This
respect helps in initiating a trusting
relationship between colleagues. But it is also
possible that the knowledgeable individual
will not share his knowledge with others
because this way he could risk his job, in
literature a word information hoarding has
been used by researchers for such a situation
and; McClure & Faraj (2000) have found that
people think of their knowledge as private
asset and competitive advantage, that is why
some members of an organisation don’t share
their knowledge with other colleagues.

I have discussed in the following paragraphs
dimensions of trust that could determine
internal and external level of trust in
organisation. These dimensions of trust have
base in literature.

Benevolence
Benevolence means kind and helpful. It is the
extent to which a party is believed to want to
do good for the trusting party, aside from
selfish profit motive (Mayer et al, 2007).
Benevolence is a very important dimension of
trust both at internal and external levels of
trust of an organisation. The role of
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Knowledgeableness plays the same role as in
internal level of trust. Mayer et al (2007) have
defined ability as a dimension of trust. Mayer
et al (p: 346, 2007) have explained the
importance of ability (competence) in a
supplier/buyer relationship example “if the
supplier’s ability to deliver is questionable, it
will not be trusted”. Thus if the external
entities of an organisation think of
organisation employees as knowledgeable then
it increases the chances that these external
entities will trust such organisation.

RESEARCH MODEL:

Dimensions

Benevole‐
nce
Openness

Knowled‐
geability

Interpersonal
trust

Organisational level
of trust

Trust between staff
and organisations

Internal
trust

Inter‐organisational
level of trust

External trust

+
Knowledge
Sharing
+

Openness
Openness means expressing your thoughts and
feelings and not hiding anything. This
dimension is one of the foremost dimensions
of trust. If a person is knowledgeable and
benevolent but is not open in communication
then it creates a doubt in the other individual
mind and thus a trustful relation is doubtful.
This dimension of organisational trust has a
clear role an internal and external level of
trust. One should use suitable words and
proper body language to create trust. In an
organisation you would not trust the person
who is not open in communication. At external
level an organisation A may not trust the other
organisation B if A perceives that B is hiding
information.
Dimension
s of trust

Benevolen
ce
Openness
Knowledg
eableness

Mayer Sako,
et al, 1992
2007

Ganes
an,
1994

Cook
&
Wall,
1980

Benev
olence

Good
will

Benev
olence

faith

Integri
ty
Comp
etence

Fairne
ss
Comp
etence

Figure 7
SUMMARY:
The introduction part of this paper gives an
overview of trust, knowledge sharing,
organisational
culture
and
virtual
communities. Trust has been discussed in a
separate section that how it is a part of
organisational culture. Trust has been divided
into internal and external levels of trust.
Internal trust consists of trust of organisation
towards
members,
members
towards
organisation and interpersonal trust. External
trust consists of trust between organisation and
entities external to the organisation. I have
defined that external trust composed of interorganisational trust, organisation towards
customers, customers towards organisation
and trust between suppliers and organisation.
Benevolence,
knowledgeableness
and
openness have been defined as dimensions of
trust. A research model is drawn which shows
the relationship between organisational trust
and knowledge sharing.

Confi
dence

Contr
actual
Credib
ility
Table 2: Dimensions of trust
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advertising, marketing, health). Wikipedia (2009) give
definition of GBL as “is a branch of serious games that
deals with applications that have defined learning
outcomes. Generally, they are designed in order to balance
the subject matter with the game play and the ability of the
player to retain and apply said subject matter to the real
world.”
Sutherland, Conolly and Livingstone (2007) defined Game
Based Learning Environment (GBLE) as “a GBLE could be
defined as a video game that intends to, and to a significant
extent succeeds in, teaching specific learning outcomes to a
target section of the population, in the way that they
recognise as being culturally relevant, and with intentions
which are defined as being worth teaching by an official,
government-sponsored body.” Using this definition, they
emphasized on the element of how the knowledge being
transferred to specified user where they might feel
comfortable with it. Learning outcome is the important
aspect in designing any GBL application.

Current Research on Game Development in
Schools
Game development or game making in schools is still
not mature in context of educational recognition even
though the idea of children as game designers arose in
last two decades. Papert (1980) initiate the idea of
game designing using programming tool Logo to help
stimulate children to construct a mathematical type of
games. Kafai (1996), suggest that by allowing
students to make computer games, they might be able
to learn computer programming skills and associated
skills in mathematics. This concept supports authentic
knowledge construction for learners. During Scottish
Learning Festival (SFL) 2007, Judy Robertson (Heriot
Watt University) and Cathrin Howells (Creative
Contexts) give presentation on Adventure Author, a
Neverwinter Night authoring tool. They claimed that
game development activity could foster the
development of successful learning skills including
creativity. The challenging aspect of this kind of
activity is how to incorporate it into classroom setting.
Peletteir (2005) defined the process of game design as
“putting in place all the semiotic resources for the
player to work with, defining their relationship and
anticipating the different ways in which these will be
used.” The research team lead by Peletteir with
Immersive Education came out with Mission Maker, a
3D game creation tool for children age 11 to 14 years
old to create a role-play and action adventure 3D
game. Habgood et al (2005) using Stagecast Creator,
initiate an after-school computer club at a Sheffield
Primary School, to get insight the benefit of authoring
games and how this activity support learning process.
Yatim and Masuch (2007) using Gatelock to enhance
problem solving skills for children between age 6 to
12. All the research about game development did not
raise the issue of how this activity might help ‘risk’
students (with behaviour problem) to learn and engage
with education.

Game Creation Tools
Game Creation Tool also known as Game Development
Tool is an application developed to help user without strong
knowledge in programming to develop a game. There are
several game creation tools developed by a software
company available in the market. Some of them was
developed specialized in certain game engines, example
DOOMS. Using this creation tool, users can create their
own imagination world to be incorporated into actual game
play. Since game industry is quite matured, people are
keener with the game they played. They always try to come
out with another way to explore the game. Game is more
individualized where the interaction between game play and
user, always was being emphasized. User can have an
opportunity to re-create the virtual environment that they
are playing. Modding is the term used by open source
software movement, where they might create new or altered
content with the intention to share it online. Some game
company thrives through this modding community such as
Half-Life and Neverwinter Nights. This was achieved using
high end game technology. Engagement between player and
virtual world has good and bad consequences. The positive
aspects of game have to offer need to utilize by embedding
educative element inside the game play.Game Creation
Tool could offer a user an opportunity to create game based
learning even though most game creation tools in the
market was meant for commercial games product . Like
creating a website, user could feel sense of belonging when
they are creating their own game by putting objects
associate with themselves. School can have their ‘stamp’ as

2. GAME BASED LEARNING (GBL)
Definition
There are various terms used to differentiate games
for entertainment with games for educational
purposes, such as Game-based Learning (GBL),
Games Assisted Learning or Serious Games, although
the last term includes games with non-entertainment
purposes other than education (for example,
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approval to any game based learning created by their
students, on the other hand student can learn any
concept inlaid inside the game.

Interface and
interactivity

Level
of
sophistication
Library/Object
support
Bad points

Bad points

Limited for 2D game

Interface and
interactivity

Analysis of Current Game Creation Tools
In this section, we will analyze some game creation
tools available on the market based on three criteria
define below:
• Interface and interactivity.
Interface of the application is crucial
to grab user attention to use the application.
Interactivity on the other hand is the way of
user might navigate or use the tool.
• Level of sophistication.
Pupils with behavioural problem
might find any difficulties they encountered
would drift them away from using the tool.
Minimal programming is requires in order
to attract them to create their own game.
• Library/Object support.
Tools which have a great library or
object support will much handy rather than
develop from scratch.
Tool
Description

Level
of
sophistication
Library/Object
support

background or objects, just simply drag and
drop. Each of the objects has properties and
action which can be modified.
•
Using storyboard or scene based metaphor.
•
Drag and drop object.
•
Frame editor as canvas, event editor for
event handling.
•
Easy to test/run game developed.
Easy to use, suitable for beginner game
developer.
Instead of using pre-defined library or object,
user can use their own object.

Table 2: Game Factory 2
Tool
Description

Interface and
interactivity

Level
of
sophistication

Thinking World (www.thinkingworlds.com)
Thinking world is about creating a First Person
adventure / RPG game with the environment
similar to Unreal Tournament. This game
consists of an author tool and a player. In the
module, there are objects, either active or passive
objects (also known as Player Character and
Non-Player Character).Every active object is
click able and it will give you a narrative about
the module and the content of the module.
•
3D game design.
•
Drag and drop object.
•
Control and map could be difficult for
beginner.
•
Pre-defined world, limited environment.
Even though user can use the software relatively
easy but it requires high end specification of
hardware.
Large support library and user can download 3D
world online.
Learning could only be done using interactions
with object using text. Simple questions-answer
interaction.

Library/Object
support
Bad points

Alice (www.alice.org)
Alice is a 3D programming environment
developed at Carnegie-Mellon University, used
to teach user on object-oriented programming
concept.
User-friendly interface uses simple words to
describe the functions of each buttons. Object’s
taxonomy for programming. Drag and drop
object.
User need to have a good understanding of
object-oriented
programming
concept.
Storytelling Alice is useful to create digital
storytelling.
Instead of using pre-defined library or object,
user can use their own object.
Alice was developed to teach students on objectoriented concept. User will be presented with a
huge selection of object properties, actions and
functions – difficult for beginners.

Table 3: Alice
Tool
Description
Interface and
interactivity
Level
of
sophistication
Library/Object
support
Bad points

MissionMaker
(www.immersiveeducation.com/missionmaker/)
Missionmaker is a tool to create a First Person
Adventure / RPG - 3D game adventure.
User-friendly interface. Drag and drop object.
Separation of content and environment but
requires user to have a depth thinking before
creating any game.
Extensive object library
Requires high end hardware specification. Time
consuming to create a game.

Table 4: MissionMaker

Table 1: Thinking World
Tool
Description

Game Factory 2 (www.clickteam.com)
The Game Factory 2 can create a linear 2D game
for example MCQ and also can create a game
with manipulated objects. The Game Factory can
insert objects which can be split up into:
background and active objects. To put the

Tool
Description

Interface

and

Game Maker 7
(www.yoyogames.com/gamemaker)
Game Maker 7 using a similar concept like
Game Factory but offer flexibility for user to
program.
User-friendly, using drag and drop concepts.
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interactivity

Level
of
sophistication
Library/Object
support
Bad points

User can document own game using design
document. Tiles in canvas are helpful for
beginner.
Concept of sprite, object then event handler.
Suitable for beginner game developer.
Instead of using pre-defined library or object,
user can use their own object.
User need to have at least some foundation of
programming (mathematics expression)

GBL Creation Framework
Experience given by playing game is essential for learning
to take places. Based on Flow Theory (Csikszentmihalyi,
1975), “Flow describes a state of complete absorption or
engagement in an activity and refers to the optimal
experience”. From player perspectives, games could change
the behaviour and motivation when the element of
challenge is sufficient enough. Figure 2 shown a model of
game based learning, where instructional content and game
characteristics will determine the challenge that the users
will face.

Table 5: Game Maker7
3. LEARNING VIA GBL DESIGN
Experiential Learning Model
Kiili (2005) outlined experiential learning theory
where he stressed out the importance of direct
experience and reflective observation. James Paul Gee
(2008) agree on this and suggest that “experiences are
most useful for future problem solving if the
experience is structured by specified goals.” He did
mention the importance of immediate feedback in
learning process.
Kiili (2005) give outline on
experiential gaming model as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2: Model of game-based learning by [Garris et
al.,2002]
Pivec et al (2003) outlined “To create a successful gamebased learning opportunity, the following steps of game
design, elements of learning and engagement outlined
below should be taken into consideration:
• Determine Pedagogical Approach (how you
believe learning takes place)
• Situate the Task in a Model World
• Elaborate the Details
• Incorporate Underlying Pedagogical Support
• Map Learning Activities to Interface Actions
• Map Learning Concepts to Interface Objects”
Yang (2005) divided the framework of game creation for
learning into 4 parts: Role generation, Map generation,
Script generation and Game generation. Moreno-Ger et al.
(2007), in order to achieve adaptive behavior in term or elearning, it depends on e-learning system to adapt to
different conditions over time in order to improve the
effectiveness of learning process. They suggest it involved
many aspects such as user modeling and adaptive
hypermedia. Tan, Ling and Ting (2007) have suggested that
two important components to adapt game based learning
framework are learner and game design. Learner is the
person who will later, play with the game. In order to justify
leaner needs and requirements, they have studied learner’s
psychological needs, cognitive development and their
learning behaviour.

Figure 1: Experiential Gaming Model (Kiili, 2005)
Using this model, learning objectives or learning
outcome is the critical aspect to be defined. This can
be achieved with group discussion and facilitation by
teacher. The heart in the middle of the model is to
help user sustain motivation and engagement with
GBL. By allowing students to create their own GBL,
they could embed their own direct experience in the
game they design, with the help from teacher, the
students might structure their experience around
learning objectives outlined.
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Designing GBL using this approach, student can relate their
own personal experience with outlined learning outcomes.
Kelleher (2006) has developed Storytelling Alice, to teach
the basic concept of object oriented programming for
middle school girls using storytelling approach. Crawford
(1997) defines “A story is a collection of facts in time
sequenced order that suggest a cause and effect
relationship”. Puentedura (2008) insisted 7 narrative
elements are highlighted which are:
- A point (of view)
- A dramatic question
- Emotional content
- The gift of your voice
- The power of the soundtrack
- Economy
- Pacing
Using these elements in storytelling activity will help
engage a user with a game. Burrus (2008) on the other hand
suggest, “Ten essential elements of storytelling define the
process for creating, making, and distributing digital
stories. These ten elements establish a process for designing
and developing story concepts, methods, tools, and
distribution. They include:
1. Point of View
2. A Dramatic Question
3. Emotional Content
4. The Voice
5. Juxtaposition: Text & Image
6. Rhythm, Tone and Tempo
7. Narrative Structure
8. The Audience
9. Immersion, Connection, and Engagement
10. Backstory”
During development of storytelling GBL, students have to
make sure all the elements discussed above are well taken
into consideration.

Approaches in GBL Design
Based on Prensky (2001), he outlined several learning
styles and what type of games could support those
styles.

Role Play Approach
Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game
(MMORPG) is increasing popular amongst computer
gamers all around the world. From playing point of view,
role play is a collaborative learning approach, where 2 or
more player will co-operate to fulfil the mission. From
developer point of point, role play is about to determining
several possible paths in order to get a result. When students
be able to develop role play GBL, he must be experience
multiple solution for one specify problem. On top of that, he
might experience about prioritizing task in order to get a
result. Task might be decomposed into several small task,
which can be done either parallel or sequential. Rule of the

Table 6: Types of Learning and Possible Game styles
(Prensky, 2001)
Storytelling Approach
Storytellings sometimes refer as Narrative
Development is the premiere approach in game
making. It is the traditional method of imaginative
process for every child. They can easily make up
stories to filling their imaginative world. Every child
might have their ‘imaginative friend’ during their
childhood. Sometimes they tend to talk to their self,
but in reality they are talking to their invisible friend.
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students’ thinking – their epistemological levels as shown in
Figure 3. He also mentioned that teacher is fairly
comfortable with the process of memorising and producing
done by student. Surface learners might be able to
reproduce the lesson but unable to transform whatever they
gained in a classroom into meaningful context, that they
might be encountered.

game will determine either player has successfully
completed the mission or not. Social interactions that
occur during game play could also contribute
enhancing knowledge. From teacher perspectives, the
ability of students to see a problem from different
angle is a holistic approach which is one criteria of
deep learning.
Decision Making / Hybrid Approach
According to Wikipedia (2009), “Decision Making
can be regarded as an outcome of mental processes
(cognitive process) leading to the selection of a course
of action among several alternatives”. Decision
making is the process of analysing several actions
before taking any appropriate action, even though
some game did use random selection of action or even
trial en-error method. Using this approach, students
need to use cross-curriculum in GBL that they will be
developing unlike previous 2 approaches, where they
might use single subject to create their GBL.

4. EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOME
Deep Learning versus Surface Learning
Learning is the activity to enrich human intelligence.
It is the process to increase cognitive in human
mental. We learn in all of our daily activities. From
social perspective, learning is the result from the
process of teaching and education. Every student must
be assessed at the end to measure how well the
process of learning happened to them. In our society,
we tend to give grade as a reward and the better the
grade, the higher rank they might go to in our society.
According to Entwistle (2000), deep approach is to
extract meaning and produces active learning
processes that involve relating ideas and looking for
patterns and principle on the one hand (a holist
strategy), and using evidence and examining the logic
of the argument on the other hand (serialist). During
the process, we need to monitor the level of
understanding through various assessment methods.
Meanwhile, surface approach, in contrast, the
intention is just to cope with the task, do not
connecting the entire information, and purely the
process of memorisation. Deep approach learners had
a structure that relates one information with another
while surface learners simply memorize unconnected
information. Perry (1970) outlined the hierarchy
which has parallels with the developmental trend in

Figure 3: Conceptions of Learning and Epistemological
Level (Perry,1970)
Both approaches of learning require of having a good
strategic management including time management,
organised studying, alertness to assessment and monitoring
study and intention to achieve the highest possible grade.
Entwistle (2000), suggest the framework of conceptual link
between conceptions of teaching and level of understanding
(Figure 4). He also noticed other elements that might affect
the quality of effectiveness of a student learning such as
different way of teaching and assessment, and learning
environment.
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Abstract
Computer hardware maintenance people often find it difficult to respond fast enough to fault
situations on systems. This is usually due to late arrival of information necessary for appropriate
action to be taken. If needed information, such as the physical location of the workstation on the
network, is made available speedily, the maintenance firm would stand a better chance of
attending to the problem more promptly. In this work a network management system, the Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP), was used to provide such information on the side, quite
apart from the normal function of the network management system. SNMP messages were
transmitted between a central computer and other computers on the network and responses were
received that contained required information. The information could be used to determine the
conditions of the remote workstations, and fault conditions on those workstations could thus be
detected, permitting prompt attention to be given to the suspected faulty workstation. This would
be an enhancement of the practice of hardware maintenance.
Keywords:
Hardware maintenance, system faults, network management system, fault information.

maintenance firm stands a better chance of
correcting the situation speedily, thereby
reducing the downtime of the equipment.
Information is power, but it has to be
complete, accurate, relevant, and timely
(“CART”, in other words) for it to be really
useful. Having a proactive fault monitoring
tool helps in the quick identification of the
root cause of the problem, thus leading to a
timely solution to the problem. The aim of
this paper is to discuss the application of a
network management system to aid the
speedy resolution of fault situations by
providing information about the devices on a
timely basis, thereby adding quality to the
practice of engineering.

Introduction
The timeliness of hardware fault clearing
can be enhanced through the provision of a
system that would make accurate
information available more speedily.
Computer hardware maintenance people
often find it difficult to give timely and
speedy attention to faults that occur in
computer systems. This is often due to late
arrival of information about the fault.
Computer fault management is no mean
task, and repairs can be a big challenge,
especially if the number of staff available for
the job is small. The task becomes more
complicated if remote sites are managed and
an engineer or technician has to be
dispatched. In most cases the time taken to
identify the cause of the problem is actually
longer than the time taken to fix it.
Therefore if information about faults is
received promptly and accurately, the

Background
Several tools have been developed for
implementing
computer
network
management. Network management is both
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which define the statistical values and
parameters of an element’s operation. Each
managed object has an Object Identifier
(OID) to distinguish it from other objects
(DenHartog, 2008). SNMP is the primary
protocol in the IP suite management
framework that is used in the transfer of
network management information between
two or more network entities or nodes, such
as workstations. Network management
information includes any data that is used to
monitor and control the state of a network
node. Such data may include the past
performance history of the communication
links currently established by the node, a
command to reset a node, and the current
number and type of faults on the node.
SNMP is a request and response protocol
(Mauro and Schmidt, 2005). A management
system sends a request to an agent in the
form of Get, GetNext, or Set operation. One
of the items in the request is a variable
binding, or varbind. A variable binding is a
list of MIB objects that allows a recipient of
a request to see what the originator wants to
know. Variable bindings can be thought of
as “OID = value” pairs that make it easy for
the originator (the NMS in this case) to pick
out the information it needs when the
recipient fills the request and sends back a
response. The agent replies to the call with a
response that indicates if the operation was
performed successfully or if there was an
error. SNMP is thus a natural choice when it
comes to monitoring network elements.

a framework and a set of processes for
planning, implementing, and maintaining
computer networks. It is generally defined
to have five generic functional areas (Spohn,
2000), namely:
• Fault management
• Configuration management
• Accounting management
• Performance management
• Security management
Fault management is said to be the most
important form of network management
(Murray, 1998). It involves detecting,
identifying, isolating, reporting, and
correcting faults in a reactive manner. The
ability to quickly detect a service-affecting
problem, report it, and possibly apply
corrective action typically takes precedence
over all other forms of management.
Network faults may be detected reactively
or proactively. Reactive fault detection
occurs when a fault is already present in the
network, while proactive fault detection
involves identifying an existing condition as
a source or symptom of a problem that may
eventually affect the service of the network.
Some of the network management tools that
have been developed are (Lee and Davies,
2000) OSI Common Management Interface
Protocol (CMIP), ITU Telecommunications
Management Network (TMN), IBM
Network Management (NetView), and
Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP). SNMP, which was put together by
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF),
is the most widely accepted protocol for
managing network elements such as routers,
bridges, switches, and computers (Spohn,
2000). It is one of many protocols that are
collectively known as Internet Protocol (IP)
suite which, in turn, forms part of
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP) Protocol suite (Murray,
1998). SNMP network management stations
execute a management application which
monitors and controls local and remote
network elements in a client-server
arrangement. SNMP manages network
resources through a database called a
Management Information Base (MIB).
MIBs are composed of managed objects

Materials and Method
The local area network used for this work
consisted of three Pentium 4 computers
connected in a star configuration through a
hub, and running on Windows XP
Professional operating system. The Network
Management System (NMS) used was
Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP). The SNMP service available in the
Windows XP Professional operating system
was configured in accordance with
guidelines
(www.exclamationsoft.com).
After the successful configuration of the
SNMP service, the SNMP application
package was then installed. The package
used was AdventNet SNMP API 4, which
incorporated a MIB browser and a MIB
compiler. Drop down menus permitted the
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shows the result of this operation on the
Home-1 computer. All the information
obtainable by executing the operation
separately on individual variables under this
node is summarized here. Figure 3 shows the
result of a similar operation on Home-2
workstation while Figure 4 shows the result
for the Home-3 workstation.

loading of management information bases
(MIBs) and the selection of desired
operations. Both the invoked operations and
the results produced were displayed in
appropriate windows. Commands were
issued by clicking on the appropriate
buttons, after selecting the MIB variable and
the network node to be queried. The
management information base used here was
the RFC1213-MIB (see Eyo Ukem in an
unpublished work: “On-Line Capture and
Monitoring of the Profile and Maintenance
Status of Computer Workstations in a Local
Area Network”) and the variables queried
included
sysName,
sysObjectID,
sysLocation, and sysContact.

The results recorded show that from a
central computer various types of
information can be obtained about the
different workstations on the network. This
is quite independent of normal network
traffic, which is not a concern of this work.
From the information gathered through the
SNMP system, it is possible to monitor the
workstations and detect problems as they
occur.
The location information, for
example, assists the technician know exactly
where to find the equipment, the sysContact
information identifies who is to be informed,
and so on. All this helps in the speedy
resolution of any problem that might occur,
and can even create room for proactive fault
detection. At the very least, this system
serves to maintain awareness on the
network. Messages from the network
management system server to the agent on
the client workstations can be likened to the
server asking them “Are you still there?”
The response from the workstation can
similarly be likened to the workstation
answering “I am still alive” Failure to get a
response is an indication of a problem,
which the personnel should investigate.

With the system set up and configured,
SNMP messages were sent across the
network to various network nodes.
Responses were received accordingly at the
network management station from the nodes.
Messages sent included the Get request,
GetNext request, and Set request on selected
MIB variables.
Results and Discussion
On completion of the set up and
configuration, the system was used to
convey information from one point of the
network to the other. It was possible to
access information on any of the nodes from
the central computer. SNMP messages were
sent across the network and responses were
received accordingly. Some of the screen
displays captured are presented in figures 1
to 4. Figure 1 shows the result of the Get
request on the sysLocation variable on the
computer identified as Home-1. This
computer, as indicated by the result, is
physically located in the room designated as
the Study. Similar results were obtained for
the Get request on various other variables,
including
sysObjectID,
sysUpTime,
sysContact, sysName, and sysServices on
different computers (workstations). By
selecting a node in the MIB tree, rather than
a leaf, it is possible to retrieve information
on all the leaf variables under that node. The
variables named above are all leaf variables
under the “system” node. By selecting
“system” and executing the Get request on
it, information on all the leaf variables under
system is retrieved and displayed. Figure 2

Conclusion
It has been presented, in this work, how
SNMP, the most widely accepted protocol
for managing network elements, has been
used for an extended purpose. The paper has
described how SNMP has been employed to
assist in the practice of hardware
maintenance. Information extracted from
SNMP messages and responses can be used
to monitor workstations on a network. This
information puts hardware service personnel
in a position to react faster to fault
situations, thus enhancing hardware
maintenance.
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Fig. 2: Result of the Get request on all
variables within System node on Home-1
network node

Fig. 1: Result of the Get request on
sysLocation variable on Home-1 network
node

Fig. 3: Result of the Get request on all
variables within System node on Home-2
network node

Fig. 4: Result of the Get request on all
variables within System node on Home-3
network node
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